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Executive Summary
Uncrewed aircraft systems (UAS) have become essential elements of modern 
warfare and their role will expand in the future, raising the urgency of NATO and 
individual allies to rapidly adapt starting now.

Individual allied nations own a wide variety of UAS capabilities, and the alliance 
collectively owns and operates NATO’s Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS).1 
Despite NATO efforts to encourage procurement and capability development and 
to promote common standards and enabling capabilities, NATO has too few drones 
for a high-intensity fight against a peer adversary. It would be severely challenged 
to effectively integrate those it has in a contested environment.

Several challenges hinder the development of robust and effective UAS capabilities 
across the alliance. These include limited interoperability, critical capability gaps, 
inadequate platform survivability, deficiencies in personnel and training, limits to 
intelligence processing, and more. 

For NATO and allies to leverage and prepare for the full potential of future drone 
warfare, this report recommends the following: 

• First, the alliance must clearly assess UAS and counter UAS (C-UAS) capability 
requirements based on lessons learned from recent conflicts, technological 
developments underway, and expected future threats and challenges. 

• Second, UAS and C-UAS capability development and policy development must 
be guided by the need for scale and interoperability and the imperatives of 
multidomain operations. 

• Third, enabling capabilities such as AI tools, data architecture, communications 
networks, and cyber and space capabilities and services must be enhanced.

• Fourth, NATO and individual allies should leverage the significant innovation 
efforts underway while improving operational experimentation and procurement 
processes. 

• Fifth, NATO should refine or establish joint allied doctrine, operational concepts, 
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) to cover new and expanded roles of 
UAS and the growing importance of C-UAS. 

• Sixth, both UAS and C-UAS capability integration into NATO and national forces 
will require a special focus on human resource development. 
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Introduction
Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine marks not only the return of conventional 
war in Europe but also technological innovation on the battlefield. The conflict has 
become a testing ground for new military systems.

Ukraine has pioneered the use of both military and commercial off-the-shelf UAS 
– also known as “drones” – to perform tactical reconnaissance and surveillance, 
collect real-time intelligence, adjust artillery fire, provide communication relay, 
conduct short to long range strike and battle damage assessment (BDA), and drop 
repurposed munitions against enemy equipment and personnel. The net effect 
is that Ukrainian forces have employed drones as enablers and force multipliers, 
shortening and simplifying the “kill chain”2 and enabling better and faster military 
decision-making. 

This is the latest example in a growing list of conflicts featuring UAS, including the 
civil wars in Libya, Syria, and Yemen, as well as the region of Nagorno-Karabakh. 
UAS proliferation has empowered both state and non-state actors with new and, at 
times, substantial capabilities, ending the West’s monopoly on UAS and threatening 
to erode its technological edge. 

Bigger changes loom. Advancements in artificial intelligence (AI), data-related 
technologies and applications, quantum sensing, next-generation communications, 
swarming technology, and human-machine teaming capabilities promise to enhance 
the ubiquity, versatility, lethality, and effectiveness of UAS. This changing character 
of the UAS threat may potentially reshape the offense-defense balance,3 making 
counter-UAS systems equally important. At the same time, increasingly contested 
battlespaces (air, land, and sea) pose doctrinal and operational challenges to NATO’s 
use of medium and large UAS. 

Preliminary indications in Ukraine and elsewhere already suggest that the ubiquitous 
presence of sensor-packed UAS on the battlefield may frustrate achieving the 
element of surprise and render offensive maneuver operations ever more difficult 
and costly. 

The pervasiveness of UAS also raises serious questions about force protection and 
the vulnerability of forces and infrastructure to attack, including at considerable 
distances from the frontline. As a British Army General put it, “the use of unmanned 
aerial systems has created a transparent battlefield where there is no sanctuary.”4 

Indeed, UAS employment has reintroduced the threat of near-constant aerial 
observation and strike for conventional forces at a level not experienced since 
the Cold War. Cover, concealment, and protection from above are now concerns 
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throughout the battlefield, not just on the front line. This ubiquitous vulnerability 
will have important implications for the future of land warfare and the ways in which 
ground forces are employed, protected, and defended in a sensor-rich environment.

However, as many experts contend, drones require a variety of complex (and 
expensive) systems to support their use, as well as refined TTPs, enabling 
capabilities, and organizational structures5 to achieve tangible effects. This complex 
set of prerequisites is called the “military ecosystem,” and in robust form it can 
leverage UAS capabilities for decisive advantage.6

This study aims to fill the gap in existing literature on NATO’s uncrewed aerial 
systems, adopting a four-step approach. First, it identifies the main operational 
requirements and developments regarding the use of UAS in present and near-
future high-intensity environments. To that end, the paper draws upon relevant 
lessons emerging from the war in Ukraine and other recent conflicts. 

Second, it assesses NATO’s capabilities in the field of UAS, looking at the three 
traditional operational domains of air, land, and sea as well as the enabling domains 
of space and cyber. This includes the analysis of current policies and upcoming 
policy initiatives to boost alliance UAS capabilities at the national and multinational 
levels. 

Third, the report looks at the challenges affecting NATO’s use of UAS and key 
enabling functions as well as C-UAS capabilities. Finally, the report concludes with 
considerations and recommendations for changes needed to prepare the 31 (soon 
32) allies to effectively operate together and leverage the maximum potential of 
UAS and C-UAS capabilities for decisive advantage in an increasingly complex 
security environment. 

Photo: US Air Force Academy’s Drone Racing Team members, Andrew Fedora and Luke Ringe, fly 
small unmanned aircraft vehicles (UAVs) on Feb. 28, 2024 in the Holaday Athletic Center. 
Credit: Rayna Grace/US Air Force
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The History of Drones

The history of uncrewed aerial systems (UAS) – and technology in general – is one of 
continuous evolution. During the early Cold War, when the first UAS prototypes were 
introduced, their most common use was for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
(ISR) and limited strike missions. 

Fast forward to 2023, UAS’ capabilities have expanded considerably, although their 
fundamental technologies have existed for decades, including propeller-powered aircraft, 
electro-optical sensors, precision munitions, and multiband data transmission. These are, 
in many respects, the same found in crewed aircraft. Today, UAS are a primary means of 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) but they can also conduct air power 
missions similar to crewed aircraft - close air support, armed reconnaissance, interdiction, 
electronic warfare (EW) attacks, suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD), communications 
relay, and resupply and refueling. 

The integration at scale of both automated (deterministic) instruments as well as 
nondeterministic7 AI and machine learning tools along with, advanced onboard computing, 
next generation communications and data technologies (e.g., cloud and edge computing) 
promise to push UAS capabilities to unprecedented levels and reshape their evolutionary 
trajectory.

Photo: US Army Sgt. Connor Piegaro, a Small Unmanned Aerial System master trainer with the 1st 
Battalion of the 4th Infantry Regiment, talks about the TS-M800 II drone to explain its capabilities 
during Saber Junction 23 at the Joint Multinational Readiness Center near Hohenfels, Germany, Sept. 
11, 2023. Credit: 1st Sgt. Michel Sauret/ US Army Reserve
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Part I – UAS in Ukraine and Other 
Recent Conflicts: What essons for 
NATO?
Uncrewed aircraft systems (UAS) have become essential elements of modern 
warfare and their role will expand in the future, raising the urgency of NATO and 
individual allies to rapidly adapt starting now. 

Lessons Learned from UAS in the Ukraine War
Ukraine’s extensive use of multiple types of UAS, from high-end Turkish-made 
medium altitude long endurance (MALE) TB2 combat drones to small and cheap 
commercial Chinese-made DJI quadcopters, has helped Kyiv to repel and stop its 
much stronger opponent. The number of videos showing modified DJI quadcopters 
that chase and strike Russian personnel and equipment by dropping fin-stabilized 
grenades is a telling example.8 The cumulative kinetic and psychological effects of 
weaponized commercial drones deployed en-masse deserve further attention.

Drones achieve their full potential when used in synergy with other combined arms 
capabilities, ranging from direct-fire maneuver, artillery and long-range fires, air 
defense (including counter-UAS), mobility and counter-mobility, as well as electronic 
warfare (EW) and air power. UAS will never be able to seize and hold terrain, but they 
can provide fire and logistical support, as well as eyes and ears to any command, 
control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
(C4ISR) architecture, the “central nervous system” of any modern military.9 

Importance of Counter-UAS Capabilities Revealed via the Ukraine War

Second, the war in Ukraine has highlighted the critical importance of having the 
capacity to counter or defend against the threat from UAS – whether in the form of 
observation, strike, electronic warfare attack, disruption, etc. – and the urgent need 
to do so with more cost-effective solutions. While high-end air and missile defense 
systems and expensive munitions are reasonable for protecting high value assets 
(e.g., population areas, ships, critical military, or civilian infrastructure), intercepting 
a weaponized DJI quadcopter (worth a few hundred dollars) or even a ~$40,000 
Iranian Shahed slow-flying munitions with a million-dollar missile is not efficient or 
sustainable. Overall, the costs of damaging a target versus the value of that target 
and the benefit of adverse effects avoided comprise the metric that should be used 
to determine the cost-to-benefit index for C-UAS.10
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The challenge for future counter-UAS (C-UAS) capabilities, therefore, is twofold: 1) 
to turn the cost-of-intercept curve in favor of the defenders while 2) retain a high 
success rate in defeating different types and large numbers of UAS attacking 
simultaneously. Russia, for example, has employed volleys of Shaheds for deep 
strikes against Ukraine’s civil infrastructure, and used Lancet-3 loitering munitions 
in large quantities to blunt the Ukrainian counteroffensive. 

As NATO approaches a future where AI-enabled drone swarms are likely to play a 
significant role, NATO may have reached a critical point at which current air defense 
(AD) systems, including the most sophisticated ones, cannot neutralize large drone 
swarms or even volleys of uncoordinated loitering munitions. For these reasons, 
C-UAS requires a multi-spectrum and layered combination of different tools, both 
kinetic and non-kinetic, to be effective. This protection must be ensured from the 
forward tactical edge to the rear support area to air bases and strategic C2 nodes 
even further in depth.

Analysis by Capability Category
Some lessons are novel while others reinforce those learned from other recent 
conflicts.11 This study begins with an analysis of the role played by UAS, C-UAS, and 
supporting capabilities in Ukraine and elsewhere, as well as key takeaways for the 
alliance. 

A) Medium and large-size UAS12

These offer an unmatched combination of state-of-the-art sensors, strike capabilities, 
endurance, range, and payload. The gradual integration of more capable and 
sophisticated sensors alongside long-range precision munitions is paving the way 
for new roles and mission sets for these platforms. 

Medium Altitude Long Endurance (MALE) drones are increasingly used by a wide 
range of nations and opposing forces as ISR and strike platforms in high-intensity 
scenarios. Smaller countries now have access to these capabilities after years of 
proliferation supported by lower prices and more liberal export policies by countries 
such as China and Turkey. 

Popular models like the Turkish-made Bayraktar TB2 and Chinese Wing Loong II 
armed UAS are now in service in several countries13 and have played important 
roles in wars across the Middle East and Africa, including in Libya, Syria, Yemen, and 
Ethiopia. The TB2 was also a key enabler of Azerbaijan’s swift victory over Armenia 
in the 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. In Ukraine, both sides have deployed MALE 
UAS for intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) 
and strike missions, although Kyiv has made use of its systems more extensively 
and proficiently than its Russian aggressor.14 
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Ukraine’s Use of TB2

At the outset of the conflict, Ukrainian forces had some two dozen Turkish TB2 
drones, which carry four smart laser-guided munitions and have an endurance of 27 
hours.15 The TB2 also sports a capable multi-spectral sensor payload for information 
collection and targeting that includes a day-night electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) 
camera. Other payloads include multi-function laser targeting capabilities and a 
multi-purpose active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar.16 

Thanks to its relatively small radar signature, the TB2 can be harder to detect with 
ground-based radars,17 although its vulnerability increases significantly vis-à-vis 
multilayered integrated air defense systems that combines a variety of ground-
based and airborne radars.18 Given its versatile characteristics, the TB2 has typically 
been used to:

• spot and illuminate targets for artillery; 

• provide long-range ISR into the Black Sea; 

• attack logistic units and time-critical targets; 

• conduct battle damage assessment (BDA).

TB2

RANGE

93 miles / 150 km 

PAYLOAD CAPACITY

331 Ib / 150 Kg 

CEILING

Up to 26,902 ft /
8,200 m 

ENDURANCE

Up to 27h 

MAXIMUM SPEED

220 km/h 

FIG.1: SIDE 

FIG.2: TOP 

FIG.3: FRONT

TB2

Rocketsan’s MAM-L Smart 
Micro Munition

A semi-active laser-guided missile ideal for 
striking both personnel and armored-type 
targets up to 14km away.

Fueselage:
Carbon fibre, Kevlar
and hybrid composite

100hp engine driving
pusher propeller

Twin boom layout
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Ukrainian TB2s were also instrumental in the destruction of enemy air defenses 
(DEAD) in the first weeks of Russia’s invasion.19 According to open-source data 
based on visually confirmed losses in Ukraine during the first weeks of the war, 
the TB2 destroyed 15 air-defense systems – including Russia’s advanced Pantsir-S1 
(SA-22 Greyhound) and Buk-M2 (SA-17 Grizzly) – along with several artillery pieces 
and logistics equipment.20 

The TB2s’ success partly stems from Russia’s slow deployment of mobile short and 
medium-range air defenses in the initial phase of the invasion.21 However, Russia’s 
capacity to counter Ukraine’s use of drones is improving. Just a few weeks after 
Russia’s initial attack, Russian forces started to commit their full air defense and 
electronic warfare (EW) capabilities, allowing Russia to shoot down Ukrainian TB2s 
in large numbers, with at least 18 visually confirmed losses at the time of writing.22

Russia’s Use of Medium and Large-Size UAS

Russia’s use of MALE UAS has so far had less impact. First, Russia has a limited 
number of platforms. Indeed, the operational MALE UAS fleet at the onset of the 
2022 offensive consisted of a handful of indigenous Korsar and Inokhodets systems, 
and a few more Forpost-R drones – a licensed copy of the Israeli IAI Searcher Mk 
II. The first Inokhodets UAS was delivered by the Kronshtadt Group in April 202023 
after extensive trials in Syria. As of mid-2021, at least three Inokhodets operated 
from an airbase near Kirovskoe in occupied eastern Crimea.24 In the second half of 
2022, Russia also received an unspecified number of Mohajer-6 multirole UAS from 
Iran, but their operational impact remains difficult to quantify.25 

Similar to the TB2, these Russian and Iranian platforms have a range of 200-300 
km with supporting ground relay equipment. They can also carry an array of both 
guided and unguided ordnance, including Kab-20 and Qaem-5 light precision-
guided munitions (PGM), respectively, an air-launched derivative of the Kornet 
9M113FM-3 anti-aircraft missile known as the Kh-BPLA, and the heavier Kab-50 
guided/unguided bomb.26 Based on open-source data, at least three Inokhodets, 
one Mohajer-6, and four Forposts have been shot down in Ukraine as of the writing 
of this report.27

The second factor impeding Russia’s successful use of MALE is the lack of operational 
experience in using medium and large UAS in high-intensity environments, which 
is partly a byproduct of their limited number. In fact, despite having invested 
substantially in drone technology since at least 2008, Russia’s at-scale MALE 
UAS production has never materialized.28 The resulting limited inventory of MALE 
UAS has meant minimal integration of these systems with the Russian military, few 
opportunities for troops to train and familiarize with them, and neither development 
of an organic doctrine nor a mature concept of operations. 
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Third, the skepticism over UAS among the senior ranks of the Russian military has 
likely hindered the integration of these strike-capable drones until very recently. 
The cause of this skepticism arises largely from institutional neglect rather than 
technological gaps.29 As maintained by Russian military analyst Konstantin Makienko, 
“programs for the development of [combat] unmanned aircraft were not considered 
a priority in the research and development work of the Ministry of Defense.”30 As a 
result, the Russian military has both overemphasized ISR systems at the expense 
of armed UAS and more slowly adapted in light of lessons emerging from recent 
conflicts on the value of UAS for fires.

Turkish Medium-Size UAS

Among countries that have used or are using UAS in non-permissive combat 
environments, Turkey, which develops these systems indigenously, unsurprisingly 
seems to have the most mature and effective concept of operations, employing a 
“network-centric approach.” For this approach, drones are deployed in conjunction 
with electronic warfare, long-range fires, and rapid command-and-control (C2) 
systems enabled by distributed sensor-fusion capabilities. 

This architecture, which Turkish analyst Can Kasapoğlu defines as “drone-
augmented battle networks,”31 exploits UAS’ force-multiplying role and proved 
particularly effective in Syria, suppressing and destroying the regime’s Russian-
made air defenses and other targets during Turkey’s Spring Shield operation in 
March 2020. 

Photo: Dozor-600 at Engineering Technologies International Forum in Moscow, Russia, 2010. 
Credit: Vitaly V. Kuzmin/Wikimedia Commons
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Supported by electronic and signals intelligence (ELINT/SIGINT) CN-235 special 
mission aircraft, Turkish land-based Koral EW systems32 and the EW suite on board 
the TAI Anka-I, UAS located and blinded the Syrian air-defense radars and paved 
the way for a strike campaign by TB2s, Anka-S drones, and long-range guided 
artillery. At the same time, armed UAS identified targets for Turkish artillery and 
provided close air support (CAS) to Turkish ground forces.33 

Azerbaijan’s quick success against Armenia later in 2020 also relied on a similar 
concept of operations. Baku’s forces employed a mix of repurposed unmanned 
decoys and EW systems to deceive, saturate, and locate Armenia’s Soviet-legacy 
air defenses, which were subsequently destroyed by long-range Israeli-made Harop 
loitering munitions and TB2s acquired from Turkey.34 According to military expert 
and author John Antal, “the war waged in Nagorno-Karabakh was a watershed, 
[marking] the first conflict in history won primarily by robotic systems.”35

Nevertheless, some of this success was due to Armenia’s poor operational planning 
and air defense limitations—an attribute that is difficult to measure and frequently 
omitted from assessments. As noted by some analysts, Armenia’s air defense 
infrastructure mostly relied on Soviet-legacy systems, including the 9K33 Osa and 
9K35 Strela short range air defense systems (SHORAD) – incapable of targeting 
high-flying drones like the TB2 – and long-range modernized S-300PS, which are 
not optimized for C-UAS missions.36 The latter S-300PS were destroyed early in the 
war by Harop anti-radiation loitering munitions.37 

Furthermore, Armenia lacked enough EW capabilities to complement its air defense 
network and effectively disrupt Azerbaijan’s drone operations. Baku’s combined 
use of loitering munitions and small and medium UAS succeeded mostly because 
Armenia’s anti-access/air denial (A2/AD) systems were not prepared to counter the 
more sophisticated Azerbaijani employment of UAS.  

Survivability of Medium and Large-Size UAS 

The employment of MALE UAS was less successful in other recent conflicts. The 
TB2 and Chinese-made Wing Loong I and II suffered high attrition in Syria38 and 
Libya, even in operational contexts characterized by modest air defenses. Overall, 
at least 10 Wing Loong family UAS and many more TB2s used by the forces loyal to 
Libyan General Khalifa Haftar and the Tripoli-based Government of National Accord 
(GNA), respectively, were shot down in Libya between April 2019 and July 2020.39

The success of the GNA’s TB2 against modern Russian-made Pantsir air defense 
systems (ADS) – which on paper can track and engage the drone before it comes 
close enough to launch its 14 km-range smart munitions – is likely due to the lack of 
supporting EW capabilities among Haftar’s forces and the inadequate proficiency 
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and readiness of air defense operating crews. Some of the destroyed Pantsir, for 
example, had their radar switched on when hit.40 

The issue of UAS survivability, including in semi-permissive scenarios, also affects 
high-end MALE UAS such as the US-made MQ-9 “Reaper.” For example, one Italian 
and at least two US MQ-9 UAS were downed over Libya between 2019 and 2022, 
likely by Pantsir ADS operated by the Russian private military company Wagner 
Group.41 Back in 2013, then-commander of the US Air Force’s Air Combat Command, 
General Mike Hostage, candidly described MALE UAS such as the MQ-9 as being 
“useless in a contested environment” and vulnerable even against “countries with 
the most minimal air force.”42 

Although MQ-9’s vulnerability may be exaggerated, the survivability of medium and 
large UAS in non-permissive scenarios remains a key challenge and poses major 
doctrinal and tactical questions for their use against peer and near-peer competitors. 

B) Small Military and Commercial UAS

Cheap, small commercial UAS have become staples for both Ukraine and Russia in 
the ongoing conflict. The military use of these smaller systems is not new. Terrorist 
organizations and non-state armed actors such as the Islamic State and the PKK 
Kurdish separatist group have repeatedly used commercial rotary-wing drones to 
conduct tactical ISR and drop small munitions against military targets in Syria, Iraq, 
and Turkey.43 Drug cartels and other organized armed militias around the world 
haven taken inspiration and developed similar low-tech, cheap “air capabilities.”44 

Both sides in Ukraine have deployed small commercial rotary-wing drones such as 
Chinese-made DJI’s Mavic and Matrice series, most of which have been sourced 
from crowdfunding. These UAS have become ubiquitous along the forward line of 
troops (FLOT) and provide crucial real-time ISR, battle damage assessment, and 
fire correction for artillery units thanks to full-motion video feed and thermal vision 
capabilities for night operations.

Employing many small, less expensive UAS often compensates for their limited 
endurance and vulnerability to EW and small-arms fire. Both Russia and Ukraine 
have also weaponized these systems, utilizing them to drop a variety of fin-stabilized 
munitions45 or flying them as improvised first-person view (FPV) kamikaze drones to 
strike both equipment and personnel with remarkable effect.46

FPV drones, which are piloted with hand controllers and a headset that shows 
a live video feed from the drone’s nose camera, are cheaper, faster, and more 
maneuverable than other commercial quadcopters and allow for attacks beyond 
line of sight (e.g., behind cover and concealment, in trenches, in buildings).47 
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The Ukraine-made Wild Hornet FPV UAS, for example, costs a fraction of the price 
of a DJI Mavic 3 ($400 vs $2,000), has a larger payload, and can be customized 
to function at different ranges and signal frequencies.48 This means the UAS is 
more resilient against EW and can be equipped with more explosives, including 
rocket propelled grenades for specific anti-tank missions.49 By way of their cost-
effectiveness and long-range, they have rapidly become key weapons to take out 
even the most modern main battle tanks like the Russian T90, at the cost of a few 
hundred dollars.50

Recent months have seen a surge in attacks by Ukrainian FPV UAS against Russian 
units and key systems (e.g., armor, fighting vehicles, artillery), with significant results.51 
Furthermore, Ukraine is now introducing a new AI-powered FPV attack drone – 
called Saker Scout - that autonomously detect and pinpoints the coordinates of 
enemy equipment, day or night, even when concealed, and can also operate in 
swarms.52 If confirmed, this development would mark a major milestone in the 
deployment of autonomous systems in the conflict. 

Photo: Donbas Region, Ukraine - February 14, 2023: Drone operators of Ukraine army. Credit: Kish 
Kim/Sipa USA/Alamy Stock Photo
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Russian forces are mimicking their adversary and increasing the use and production 
of FPV UAS, often through crowdfunding and private donations.53 In April, the 
Kremlin announced a plan to order $1 billion worth of drones by 2026, and more 
than double that figure ($2.2 billion) by 2030.54 In recent months, Russia has been 
able to deploy more drones along the FLOT, improving situational awareness and 
the accuracy and speed of its artillery fire.55

Overall, in Ukraine, commercial drones have complemented and often replaced 
the work of other small military-grade UAS such as the Russian Orlan-10 and the 
Ukrainian Shark and Leleka-100, despite lacking key targeting capabilities like laser-
marking and range-finding. Their vulnerability in heavily denied and EW-saturated 
environments means that the average life span of commercial drones, however, 
rarely exceeds a few days.56 

The panoply of UAS used by both Ukrainian and Russian forces has created 
widespread capability inconsistencies among units and has complicated 
management of training and standardization. To address this problem, both Ukraine 
and Russia are focusing on the production of a few, specific military UAS that can 
guarantee better performance at reasonable costs. 

Ukraine has recently pushed into service the domestically produced Shark UAS, 
which offers high-quality ISR – including a ground moving target indicator (GMTI) – at 
a low-entry price.57 The Punisher produced by UA Dynamics is another domestically 
made, privately funded small UAS which carries a small 3 kg payload, can fly up to 
30 minutes, is GPS guided, and has a reportedly high success rate against a variety 
of Russian targets.58 

In a similar vein, Russia has expanded the production of the Orlan-10 multirole 
UAS,59 the workhorse of its drone fleet. The Orlan-10 can be equipped with a variety 
of different payloads, including EO/IR, laser imaging, detection and ranging (LIDAR) 
sensors, and electronic warfare capabilities depending on the mission assigned.60 
Kyiv’s forces also employ military UAS provided by Western partners, including US-
made ScanEagle and Puma ISR drones and Vector UAS produced by the German 
company Quantum Systems.61

Ukrainian Whole-of-Society Support  

Overall, Ukraine has harnessed drone technology more than its opponent. One 
reason for this advantage lies in Ukraine’s comprehensive approach to technological 
innovation, whereby the private sector, civil society, academia, and the government 
have joined forces to exploit a fertile domestic technological ecosystem to deliver 
quick solutions to the military.62 
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A prominent example of Ukraine’s innovation ecosystem is the “Army of Drones” 
initiative lead by the young Deputy Prime Minister for Innovation, Education, 
Science and Technology, Mykhailo Federov.63 The initiative includes rapid battlefield 
feedback loops between drone operators and developers, leveraging public and 
growing private funding, and most importantly scaling production and training.

This combination of bottom-up and top-down contributions fits into a broader 
approach that Ukrainian expert Hanna Shelest defines as Ukraine’s “third way” 
between the “total defense” model of Sweden, Finland, Singapore, and Switzerland, 
and the strongly hierarchical model of the United States, Russia, and China.64

Another telling example of the Ukraine model is the Iziviz startup, which before 
the war was making drones used for inspections in the construction sector and is 
now providing UAS solutions to the Ukrainian military.65 Another case is the famous 
“Aerorozvidka” team, which began as a group of volunteer drone and IT enthusiasts 
in 2014 and is now a structured nongovernmental organization (NGO) that provides 

Photo: ZAPORIZHZHIA REGION, UKRAINE - JANUARY 27, 2024 - v are seen at work, Zaporizhzhia region, 
southeastern Ukraine. Credit: Ukrinform / Alamy Stock Photo
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drones and dedicated training to the Ukrainian armed forces.66 Many more private 
drone schools and NGOs are training thousands of UAS pilots for the army.67 

Through constant experimentation, rapid refinement, and exploitation of civilian 
quadcopters as well as other small military drones, the Ukrainian military has 
developed robust concepts of operations and TTPs that have been further refined 
against Russian troops since February 2022. 

Thanks to the availability of small commercial UAS, Ukrainian forces down to the 
platoon level have access to persistent, tactical ISR. This means better situational 
awareness, improved coordination with nearby units, and more accurate artillery 
support, among other advantages. Better situational awareness can be leveraged 
to seize opportunities, while organic ISR capabilities allow small units to retain a fair 
degree of operational flexibility even when communications are disrupted. 

Perhaps most importantly, the outsized role played by small drones has prompted 
unprecedented reforms in Ukrainian military force structure, including: 

• the creation of a full-fledged “drone army” comprising 60 new attack-
drone squadrons – at least one in every brigade – led by separate staff and 
commanders;68

• classified updates to the country’s military doctrine to fully harness drones’ 
military potential; 

• the creation of new institutional bodies69 such as a new board within the 
Ukrainian Ministry of Defense that will coordinate the acquisition and supply of 
UAS, with a budget of $540 million in 2023.70

Russian Experience with Commercial UAS

Russia’s approach to commercial drone technology by comparison seems 
more reactive and hampered by the same slow adaptation that has delayed the 
development of its UAS sector vis-à-vis its competitors. Despite the common use of 
small commercial quadcopters by Russian forces71 and measures taken to address 
the chronic shortage of tactical military-grade UAS among Russian units,72 there 
has been limited enthusiasm and action to integrate new drones, especially among 
senior military ranks.73 

Experimentation among Russian forces in combat of commercial UAS has often 
been hindered and considered of secondary importance.74 A notable exception 
is the Sparta Battalion, a unit of the breakaway Donetsk People’s Republic (DPR), 
which has embraced commercial drone technology and extensively used drones in 
its operations.75 While Russia has significantly scaled up UAS production over the 
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past few months, soldiers have often resorted to buying their own drones rather 
than relying on military supplies. 

Overall, due to their low price, user-friendliness, and large availability, commercial 
drones will continue to play a role in Ukraine and other future conflicts alongside 
military-grade systems. However, commercial UAS typically have inferior capabilities 
in terms of range, payload, sensor quality, etc. and entail risks in terms of encryption 
and vulnerability to EW.

C) Ukraine is Leveraging Other Private Sector Technologies and Support 

The Ukrainian battlespace features a converging pattern of global big-tech 
companies, volunteer enthusiasts, NGOs, and the private sector playing a major role 
in developing solutions to military challenges and thus shaping military outcomes 
against an aggressor which enjoyed a tenfold larger defense budget on the eve of 
the invasion.76 Examples abound. Kyiv’s forces have exploited commercial satellite 
imagery provided by private firms like Maxar Technologies and Capella Space to 
monitor Russia’s buildup and improve operational planning.77 Google maps traffic 
updates have helped the Ukrainian military to track Russian movements and 
logistics.78 

Thousands of Starlink low-orbit satellite-based communication terminals have 
enabled Ukrainian units, civil authorities, and households to communicate despite 
Russia’s intense cyber and EW offensive.79 Starlink has also served as a key enabler 
for the use of UAS in heavily GPS-denied environments. Despite limitations imposed 
by the holding company, Elon Musk’s SpaceX, Ukrainians have been able to find 
workarounds.80 

Additionally, drones have been integrated into a cloud-based comprehensive 
situational awareness digital map, called “Delta.” 81 Developed by the Ukrainian 
military with seed money from a NATO trust fund, this tool delivers a detailed picture 
of the front line, providing the real-time position and information of both Ukrainian 
and Russian units, and tracking changes based on user inputs. Delta is accessible 
to strategic headquarters and tactical units alike and fuses information from multiple 
sources and distributed sensors behind and beyond the FLOT, including ISR from 
UAS, smartphones, radars, satellite imagery, and open-source intelligence (OSINT).

This innovative situational awareness tool, in turn, can feed specific software that 
assists intelligence gathering, observation, and targeting for artillery fires, tracking 
of enemy movements, and coordination among Ukrainian forces. Tools like GIS 
Arta for Artillery and the Android-based Kropyva “Nettle” App, for example, allow 
soldiers to quickly share the coordinates of enemy units, which are immediately 
engaged by the nearest artillery battery.82 
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These software applications have dramatically expedited Ukraine’s targeting 
process, improving timeliness and effectiveness, and closing the gap in one of 
Russia’s expected military advantages. Kropyva, which was developed by Ukraine’s 
Army SOS NGO with US support in 2014, features a user-friendly interface that runs 
on Android tablets and can also be used by air defense and armored units at the 
tactical level.83 Logically, drones represent a core component of these applications.

More recently Ukraine drone developers have been focused on mitigating another 
Russian advantage, numerous powerful EW jammers. Supported with government-
shared battlefield technical data, manufacturers and programmers are working on 
AI solutions to allow small drones to strike their identified targets even after loss of 
communications.84 Other enhancements include whisper quiet motors and designs 
to reduce visible and electronic signatures.85 

These examples confirm that the effectiveness of UAS depends on their integration 
into a complex battle management architecture that leverages the synergy between 
different capabilities and technologies, such as:

• fused, multi-source intelligence; 

• artificial intelligence tools;

• electronic warfare; 

• resilient communications networks; 

• tactical command and control;  

• integrated fires nets. 

In the case of Ukraine, the creation of this battle management architecture is the 
result of years of unique, field-tested lessons learned, the creation of a specialized 
workforce capable of guiding such developments, and a whole-of-society response 
to Russian aggression. 

D) Loitering munitions

Loitering munitions (LM) are another prominent air capability that has emerged 
in Ukraine and other recent conflicts. These systems generally combine the 
expendability of missiles with drones’ advanced targeting and sensor capabilities 
as well as longer endurance. 

Loitering munitions can be considered smart missiles which, rather than homing in 
on a preselected target via a preplanned route as traditional land-attack missiles do, 
orbit over a wide area in search of targets leveraging their multi-spectral sensors 
and energy-efficient propulsion.  
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A key aspect of loitering munitions is their ability to condense and simplify the 
sensor-to-shooter cycle by incorporating sensing and striking capabilities on a 
single platform. This ensures the shortest time loop between target acquisition and 
engagement, thus making these platforms ideal assets to strike time-critical targets 
and targets of opportunity while providing persistent ISR. 

The variety of available warheads and loitering munitions’ low electromagnetic and 
acoustic signatures allow for broad mission sets, including the suppression and 
destruction of enemy air defense (SEAD and DEAD, respectively). So far, available 
evidence suggests that these systems have been used via human-in-the-loop 
control, although several platforms include autonomous features like AI-enabled 
target selection and navigation. Autonomy – including swarming capabilities – is 
poised to become a more prominent characteristic of these weapons in the near 
future. 

Russian Use of Loitering Munitions in Ukraine

Russia has so far demonstrated superior LM capabilities, employing its own Kub 
and Lancet-3,86 , along with the Iranian-made Shahed 136 and 131 variants. While 
available evidence shows mixed results for the short-range and lightly-armed Kub, 
the Lancet-3 – which has a range of 40 km and an endurance of 40 minutes87 – has 
become a thorn in Ukraine’s side, particularly for Ukrainian artillery units.88 Russia 
deploys the Lancet for counter-battery fire missions and against time-critical targets 
along the FLOT and at tactical depth.

Russian forces usually employ the Lancet-3 along with Orlan-10 and Zala ISR drones, 
despite the former’s EO guidance and loitering nature, likely to maximize spotting 
opportunities and to have an independent, accurate battle damage assessment after 
the Lancet’s strike.89 According to the producer, the Lancet-3 can operate as a fully 
autonomous system, with AI-enabled navigation and autonomous target acquisition 
and engagement.90 This reduces the need for data and navigation links with the 
operator and renders the Lancet-3 more resilient against certain EW techniques 
(e.g., jamming, spoofing), explaining the remarkable success of this weapon.

Russia has also deployed large numbers of the Iranian delta-wing Shahed-136 and 
lighter Shahed-131 (rebranded Geran 2 and Geran 1, respectively) systems. These 
platforms are more akin to slow propeller-powered missiles than loitering munitions, 
given their lack of EO sensors and their reliance on a combined global navigation 
satellite system (GNSS) and inertial navigation system (INS) guidance suite to strike 
preselected stationary objectives. Russian forces have used the Shaheds to target 
power infrastructure and military installations with good results. The Shahed’s small 
radar cross section (RCS)91 and slow speed make it harder to detect at long range, 
especially for ground-based radars. Meanwhile its affordability and the integration 
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of anti-jamming and anti-spoofing GNSS controlled reception pattern antennas 
allow its use in GNSS-denied environments.92

As for other Russian precision weapons,93 both Lancet-3 and Shahed-131/136s 
loitering munitions recovered by Ukraine have been found to contain several 
commercial and dual-use electronic components produced by Western countries, 
with 82% of them manufactured by companies based in the United States.94 These 
include US-made Nvidia Jetson TX2 AI modules, contained in Lancet-3s and 
specifically designed for autonomous computing.95 

Ukraine is Closing the Loitering Munitions Gap

Ukraine is rapidly closing the gap with Russia in loitering munitions. So far Kyiv’s 
forces have mostly relied on foreign systems, including US-made Phoenix Ghost, 
Altius-600, Switchblade-300s and 600s, and the Warmate from Polish company 
WB Group.96 However, Ukrainian units are now receiving additional indigenous 
platforms like the RAM II, produced by the Ukraine company CDET, which is based 
on the Leleka-100 UAS, has a 30km range, and uses a 3kg multitype warhead.97 
The RAM II, which is roughly comparable to the Lancet-3, has already scored 
several successes against Russian mobile air-defense systems and other military 
equipment.98 

ZALA LANCET 3
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26.4 Ib / 12 kg 
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80-110 km/h 
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25 miles / 40 km 
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6.6 Ib / 3 kg (warhead) 
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Use of Loitering munitions in Other Recent Conflicts

Besides Ukraine, loitering munitions were instrumental in securing Azerbaijan’s 
victory in Nagorno-Karabakh. Israeli-made IAI Harops were deployed en masse 
against helpless Armenian air-defense systems. One-way slow-flying munitions 
have also proven to be a formidable asymmetric weapon in the hands of non-state 
armed groups such as the Houthis in Yemen, which used Shahed-136s to repeatedly 
strike oil infrastructure in Saudi Arabia, defying interception from US-made Patriot 
air defense systems.99 However, context-specific factors such as terrain, crew 
proficiency, and the specific radar frequency settings of the air defense systems 
also play a major role in the success or failure of drone operations.   

Filling a niche between cruise missiles and armed UAS, loitering munitions provide 
great flexibility to accurately engage both line-of-sight and beyond-line-of-sight 
targets at operational depth and reduced costs compared to more expensive 
missiles. Furthermore, mass-deployed loitering munitions can saturate and 
overwhelm even the most modern air defense networks, proving ideal for SEAD 
and DEAD missions.100

E) Counter-UAS

Challenges in Defending Against the UAS Threat

Both Ukraine and Russia still experience significant challenges in defending their 
forces from UAS attacks. At present, there seems to be an overall lag between the 
UAS threat and available C-UAS solutions, especially when it comes to defeating 
large barrages of drones or drone swarms simultaneously converging on single 
or multiple objectives. Furthermore, the proliferation of cheap weaponized 
commercial drones as well as long-range loitering munitions and their ubiquity 
across the battlespace question the sustainability of traditional air defense alone 
and underscore the need for more cost-effective, diversified, and distributed C-UAS 
solutions. 

While in Ukraine there is no available evidence (yet) of attack by swarming drones 
(i.e., large numbers of partially or fully autonomous interconnected and synchronized 
UAS), Russia has launched several mass-scale salvos of Iranian-made Shahed-136s 
munitions and different types of missiles against Ukrainian critical infrastructure, 
causing significant damage but failing to break Ukraine’s fighting spirit and cripple 
its overall energy resilience.

According to a NATO C-UAS expert familiar with this issue, “the biggest challenge 
for Ukrainian air defenses is the detection and tracking of slow-flying and relatively 
small objects like the Shaheds.”101 The small radar signature and slow speed of 
these systems make them difficult to identify for Ukrainian air defenses, which at the 
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beginning of the invasion included upgraded Soviet-legacy platforms like S-300PT/
PS, and a variety of short-range air defense systems not optimized against UAS and 
similar threats. 

At the tactical level, loitering munitions and weaponized rotary-wing commercial 
UAS are also producing a significant cumulative impact in terms of casualties, which 
add to those caused by drone-corrected artillery fire. 

Ukrainian Air Defense

The provision to Kyiv of highly capable Western platforms like the US-Norwegian-
made NASAMS and German-made Iris-T short-to-medium range air defense system 
has significantly improved Ukraine’s defense capabilities against the Shaheds, 
although at a high cost-per-interception ratio.102 

Besides EW systems, compact C-UAS guns using high-power microwave and radio 
signals can be effective against rotary-wing commercial UAS at short range,103 
although their irregular distribution along the FLOT and among units on both sides 
has limited their effects. 

Photo: A Croatian soldier with the Croatian Air Defense Regiment uses a QR-07S3 drone jammer 
system to disrupt enemy drones as part of Exercise Shield 23, April 20, 2023 in Pula, Croatia. 
Credit: Sgt. Mariah Y. Gonzalez/ US Army
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Traditional anti-aircraft artillery such as Soviet-era ZU-23-2 and the German-made 
Gepard self-propelled radar-enabled anti-aircraft gun have offered a cheap and 
effective capability against slow-flying objects, including Shaheds.104 The downside 
is the limited number of such systems to defend critical infrastructure, population 
areas, and forces over an immense territory. 

The recourse to simpler, improvised methods has proven a useful C-UAS alternative 
to anti-aircraft artillery. Besides camouflage techniques, Ukrainian forces, for 
instance, have discovered the effectiveness of simple metallic nettings for protecting 
artillery pieces and equipment against Lancet-3 loitering munitions, which get 
entangled and fail to properly detonate.105 The use of inflatable and improvised 
decoys, especially by Ukrainian forces, may also mitigate the threat from UAS and 
loitering munitions, underscoring the timeless importance of deception even on a 
sensor-saturated battlefield.106

Russian Air Defense 

Russia, for its part, has deployed an effective A2/AD envelope that has degraded 
Ukraine’s ability to deploy TB2 combat drones close to the forward line of troops. 
Ukraine’s initial success in the first weeks of the invasion is likely due to the fact 
that Russian A2/AD capabilities over occupied Ukraine were not sufficiently 
concentrated nor fully established. 

Moscow’s forces have had more difficulties denying the use of airspace over the 
Black Sea and the nearby Ukrainian southern coast, where TB2s have continued 
to provide uninhibited long-range ISTAR. A combination of geographical limitations, 
limited A2/AD assets, and the consequences of the loss of the naval command-and-
control platform Moskva in April 2022 in which the TB2 played an important role 
can explain Russia’s less successful C-UAS efforts in the maritime domain.

Capitalizing on its stronger EW capabilities, Russia has also hindered the use of 
smaller UAS, including commercial platforms, by dazzling their sensors and jamming 
their mostly unencrypted satellite navigation systems and communications links.107 
The complementary use of different kinetic and non-kinetic interceptors like Man-
Portable Air Defense Systems (MANPADS) and man-portable C-UAS guns from both 
sides has created a situation where, according to some estimates, 90% of drones 
employed are lost and their average operational life is limited to three to six sorties 
depending on the system in question.108 A recent RUSI report, for instance, assesses 
that Ukraine may be losing up to 10,000 UAS per month, mostly to enemy EW.109

Nevertheless, Ukraine has repeatedly managed to fly medium-size commercial and 
military-grade UAS deep into Russian-occupied territory or Russia proper, striking 
military bases in Crimea and an oil refinery in the Rostov region.110 A combination of 
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gaps in Russia’s EW coverage,111 good route planning, and optimization of Ukrainian 
UAS against ground-based radars may offer a plausible explanation. 

More generally, these examples underscore the threat posed by slow and low-flying 
UAS and the inherent challenge in guaranteeing a layered C-UAS and air defense 
coverage over large areas. In this respect, it is worth noting that factors such as 
personnel experience, systems readiness, and terrain represent other important 
variables of the C-UAS equation.

As the next section will explore, the introduction of directed-energy weapons (DEW) 
(i.e., laser and high-power microwave) promises to revolutionize and make C-UAS 
much more cost-effective. 

F) Lessons for NATO

Recent examples of UAS employment in armed conflict offer valuable lessons for 
NATO regarding the likely trajectory of UAS technology and the role UAS will play 
in future military operations. 

There are challenges to survivability and the element of surprise on a transparent 
battlefield. The pervasive surveillance of the battlefield provided by UAS and their 
connection to precision fires significantly constrain the use of surprise and introduce 
unprecedented challenges for the survivability of personnel at all operational 
levels, from the FLOT to rear areas. This aspect has huge implications for maneuver 
operations, force survivability and design, and the overall conduct of land warfare 
against peer adversaries. 

The dawn of a new UAS-enabled targeting network is now. The fusion of UAS and 
precision fires (short to long-range, surface-based, or aerial) into a fully digitalized 
C4ISR architecture combines real-time situational awareness with precision-fire 
capabilities and drastically accelerates the targeting cycle, allowing for quick and 
accurate engagement of targets with devastating effects. As previously described, 
in Ukraine small commercial and military-grade UAS feeding into user-friendly 
situational awareness software such as GIS Arta and Kropyva (“Nettle”) have reduced 
the time between target identification and engagement by the nearest artillery 
units to a few minutes. A distributed, resilient, and scalable C4ISR architecture that 
fuses multiple ISR sources with C2 and fires platforms is essential for preserving 
information dominance and expediting the kill chain.

Ubiquitous small military and commercial UAS pose a serious threat. UAS 
employment extends beyond the traditional ISTAR mission set and includes 
strikes with smaller munitions, loitering munitions, battle damage assessment, and 
kamikaze missions at tactical range. The pervasive threat small UAS pose increases 
the stress for frontline units (requiring an unprecedented degree of vigilance and 
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protection from the threat above or from any exposed flank) and degrades combat 
effectiveness of the less prepared units over time. As the conflict in Ukraine shows, 
the cumulative and extremely cost-effective impact of weaponized COTS drones in 
terms of casualties and destroyed equipment can be substantial and should not be 
underestimated.

Quantity has a quality of its own. The high attrition rate suffered by UAS of all 
classes in contested environments underscores the need to incorporate large 
numbers of UAS (cheap and expendable when possible) for tactical and operational 
ISR at all echelons, and to have the industrial capacity and resources to replace 
them at scale. Self-protection capabilities for UAS to mitigate kinetic and non-kinetic 
threats are a recent development and will be likely introduced to enable survivability 
for more expensive and capable UAS. Investing in a balanced mix of expendable 
small and medium UAS and high-end MALE and HALE UAS will be important to 
account for their vulnerability to modern, layered air defenses. 

The private sector has become an essential player and a key stakeholder in 
matters of defense and national security, with an increasing spillover of civilian 
technology and innovation in the military realm. The ability to harness innovation 
and quickly acquire, integrate, and proficiently employ novel technologies at scale 
are keys to success in modern warfare. Besides adequate resources, this ability 

Photo: German Rheinmetall KZO drone being launched during Iron Wolf II exercise in Lithuania.
Credit: NATO
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and agility will depend on flexible institutional and bureaucratic arrangements to 
experiment and rapidly adapt, acquire and integrate new technologies.

Drones are not game changers by themselves. Despite the hype surrounding UAS, 
their effectiveness depends on their integration into a wider military ecosystem 
centered on mutually supporting and enabling capabilities, including combined 
arms formations; EW, cyber, and space capabilities; C4ISR (including multidisciplinary 
intelligence); and naval and air power capabilities (depending on type of UAS in 
question). 

As the role of UAS in defense capabilities increases, other considerations for their 
successful integration include the recruitment and training of qualified human 
resources, ranging from operators to analysts and support personnel to leaders 
of UAS formations and other supported forces. Additionally, doctrine and concept 
development; material, digital, and operational standards; organizational structures; 
and dynamic civil-military cooperation will be needed. Establishing such a military 
ecosystem will not be easy, especially in a multinational environment like NATO, and 
will require investments, political leadership, and joint defense planning involving 
all military branches. 

UAS pose a greater threat when deployed in groups, including with other types of 
UAS and crewed systems. By employing sheer mass, collaborative or swarm tactics, 
UAS can overwhelm and quickly change the cost-benefit ratio of traditional air 
defense systems, reveal their positions, and pave the way for the use of additional 
weapons and assets. Defense against drone groups and swarms requires not only 
cost-effective countermeasures but also the computational and processing capacity 
to rapidly detect, track, and intercept myriads of threats simultaneously. 

While employing UAS with crewed systems has not yet been tested in combat, 
militaries are widely experimenting with human-machine teams in concept and 
capability development. Human-machine teams promise to significantly enhance 
both offensive and defensive capabilities of the forces that employ them, but will 
also require data and network architectures, training, and leader development to 
exploit the human-machine potential.

C-UAS is essential across all domains and at all echelons. As drones (including 
loitering munitions) become cheaper, expendable, more capable, and more 
numerous on the battlefield, the use of traditional air defenses to counter them 
becomes technically less viable and less and less cost-effective. As such, a 
combination of passive (concealment, electromagnetic discipline, dispersion, nets) 
and active countermeasures becomes essential against UAS and other smart 
munitions. Active countermeasures must ideally include a layered combination of 
traditional kinetic effectors, including anti-aircraft guns, and non-kinetic means like 
EW, directed-energy weapons, and other drones.112
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The roles and missions of drones are expanding. Combat UAS have expanded 
options for SEAD/DEAD missions, close air support, air to air engagement, and 
even air combat113 besides their traditional ISR, targeting, and strike functions. 
Stealthier next-generation UAS equipped with long-range air-to-air and air-to-
surface munitions will be able to penetrate hostile airspace and conduct counter-air 
missions, electronic warfare support, escort, and in-depth interdiction, alone and in 
close cooperation with crewed aircraft.114 Furthermore, UAS will perform resupplying 
and air refueling missions, provide advanced tactical data link relay, improve anti-
submarine warfare, and release other drones and loitering munitions. Finally, other 
technological improvements, such as in sensing, computing (onboard and cloud), 
AI, lasers, and next generation networks, will further expand the roles of drones in 
C4ISR, air and missile defense, and targeting in general.

Photo: A Portuguese Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) Ogassa OGS 42 drone stands ready for takeoff 
during NATO Exercise REPMUS 22. Credit: NATO
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Part II - Assessing NATO’s Current UAS 
Capabilities 
Individual allies own a wide variety of UAS capabilities, and the alliance collectively 
owns and operates NATO’s Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS). Despite NATO 
efforts to encourage procurement and capability development and to promote 
common standards and enabling capabilities, NATO has too few drones for a 
high-intensity fight against a peer adversary. It would be severely challenged to 
effectively integrate those it has in a contested environment.115

NATO’s drone capabilities are diverse and vary among allies. Many countries 
possess advanced drone systems ranging from small rotary-wing UAS to large 
fixed-wing platforms that can be used for a variety of military operations.  While 
the quantity and quality of UAS contributions from member states to meet NATO’s 
intelligence collection needs are increasing,116 allied efforts to transfer capabilities 
under NATO control or to promote multinational capability development are often 
constrained by national concerns including limited availability, loss of control, or 
intellectual property rights and fear of market share loss.117

Equally important, NATO does not have an allied joint doctrine covering the 
employment of UAS in contested scenarios, although allies are working to develop 
one.118 The lack of NATO doctrine has inevitable implications for the definition of 
capability requirements, concept of operations (CONOPs), common TTPs across 
the alliance, and ultimately achieving interoperability. 

Indeed, a shared doctrinal document is necessary to steer the alliance’s development 
of its drone capabilities, at a time when new operational requirements call for a shift 
from remotely operated, single-mission platforms to more complex, autonomous, 
multi-mission systems, and crewed-uncrewed platform integration.119

A) Air and Land Domains
This section delves into the major UAS capabilities of NATO nations in the air 
and land domains, which have substantial overlap in terms of platforms, sensors, 
and mission sets. While large UAS tend to be operated by national air forces for 
traditional air power tasks, small and medium UAS may be operated by air, land, or 
special forces for a variety of air and land power tasks. 

Thus, for this report’s purpose, examining UAS capabilities by size is more useful 
than attempting to do so by an artificial division between their employment in air 
and land domains. More specifically, the section examines UAS capabilities in each 
of the three NATO UAS classes – from larger Class III UAS down to mini and micro 
systems in Class I. The NATO UAS classification is illustrated in the table next page.
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Alliance Ground Surveillance

Program Overview

The Alliance Ground Surveillance program represents the sole UAS capability 
directly owned and operated by NATO which provides critical and long duration 
Joint ISR (JISR) platforms to the alliance. The AGS fleet, which comprises five RQ-
4D “Phoenix” UAS, fixed and mobile ground and support segments, and advanced 
sensors, is stationed at the Sigonella Main Operating Base in eastern Sicily, Italy. 

The AGS fleet is operated by the NATO AGS Force (NAGSF), which is under the 
operational command of NATO’s Air Command stationed in Ramstein, Germany. 
From Italy the UAS deploy along the alliance’s borders to perform all-weather, long 
duration, wide-area terrestrial and maritime surveillance, collecting vast amounts 
of data and providing in-theatre, near real-time situational awareness to allied 
commanders.120 

AGS’ origins date back to 2009 when the program memorandum of understanding 
was signed by fifteen participating member states and the NATO Alliance Ground 
Surveillance Management Agency (NAGSMA) was established.121 In 2012, the North 
Atlantic Council decided to collectively cover the costs for operating AGS for the 
benefit of the alliance, paving the way for the AGS acquisition contract with the RQ-
4D’s manufacturer Northrop Grumman. In 2021 the AGS achieved initial operational 
capability (IOC).122

The alliance needed the AGS capability “to fill a critical intelligence gap” that had 
been previously addressed by the contributions of single countries, resulting 
in inevitable lags and dissemination issues.123 The RQ-4D Block 40 platform was 
selected because of its state-of-the-art sensor package, particularly the synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) and ground moving target indicator (GMTI) functionalities 
provided by a multifrequency active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar, 
which allow NATO to monitor vast areas and track potential threats in near real-
time.124 

The AGS’s sensor suite derives from the advanced multi-platform radar technology 
insertion program (MP-RTIP) on board the US RQ-4 Global Hawk UAS, but has been 
modified to meet the specific requirements of the alliance. 

The “Phoenix” UAS, which according to NATO has a maximum ceiling of 18.2 km 
and a range of more than 16,113 km, provides near-instantaneous data transfer to 
NATO’s commanders through an extensive suite of line-of-sight and beyond-line-
of-sight, long-range, wideband data links. Its impressive ceiling and standoff ISR 
capabilities allow the AGS system to collect critical intelligence while remaining 
outside the engagement zone of most air defenses, although this advantage 
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significantly drops against peer adversaries such as Russia and China. However, 
as the force commander US Air Force Brigadier General Andrew Clark, NATO AGS 
Force Commander, has pointed out, “the NAGSF is much more than a flying unit”125 
and comprises a critical ground and support infrastructure, with a multinational team 
of analysts that conducts the processing, exploitation, and dissemination (PED) of 
the raw data and information received from the UAS.126 

NAGSF provides an “organic collection capability for ground radar imagery and 
moving target patterns,” in-depth analysis, and dissemination of intelligence 
products across the NATO enterprise, relying on mobile ground control stations 
and tactical C2 workstations for deployed forces.127 

AGS’ operating system is “platform agnostic” and thus designed to be interoperable 
with other NATO assets and platforms, allowing for seamless integration with other 
intelligence-gathering capabilities.128 For example, NAGSF analysts “can combine 
the [high-resolution 2D] radar imagery provided by the RQ-4D Phoenix with other 
types of imagery intelligence (IMINT) like full-motion video (FMV) and ELINT/SIGINT 
products received from other high-altitude platforms such as the US U2 aircraft,” to 
obtain a comprehensive picture of the operational environment.129 

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has given new impetus to the cultivation of 
this capability as Russia’s attack “accelerated the need for persistent ISR for the 
alliance,” prompting NAGSF “to fly twice the amount envisioned upon reaching 
initial operational capability and delivering over 11 thousand intelligence products 
since February 24, 2022.”130 This intelligence output includes the integration of 
other intelligence-gathering capabilities, with only 25% of intelligence products 
originating from NAGSF organic collection and the remaining 75% deriving from 
external sources, including allied nations’ platforms and open-source intelligence.131 

NATO AGS Force should reach full operational capability (FOC) in 2024. With a 
total authorized force of around 600 personnel NAGSF is set to become the 
“clearinghouse of NATO’s ISR.”132 However, this NATO capability also faces several 
challenges to achieving its full potential.

Challenges for NATO’s AGS

The first problem lies in a lack of institutional knowledge concerning the 
organization’s role and the system’s capabilities, which could result in inappropriate 
or insufficient tasking.”133 This indicates the need for more effective coordination 
among NAGSF, Allied Command Operations, and other NATO bodies, including 
NATO Headquarters and the Joint Force Commands, in defining the intelligence 
requirements which shape the tasking of NAGSF’s assets. 
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The need to better define taskings overlaps with the constraints in the federated PED 
process caused by the lack of human resources and the exponentially increasing 
amount of data to be analyzed and disseminated. AI-based analytical tools, along 
with more contributing analysts, can help reduce the burden on personnel and 
expedite the entire PED cycle. At present, specific AI tools provide automatic target 
identification during NAGSF PED process, but on a limited scale.134

The second challenge concerns NAGSF’s future and its relevance in the medium to 
long-term. The RQ-4 is an aging platform without an active industrial production line. 
This raises the issue of diminishing manufacturing sources (DMS), with inevitable 
implications in terms of spare parts and life-cycle sustainment. In September 2022, 
Northrop Grumman was awarded a $13 million contract for sustainment of the AGS’s 
radar and mission management computer, to be completed by September 2023.135 

At the same time, reengineering options appear unfeasible. While the NATO 
Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA), which works to facilitate and harmonize 
the procurement of UAS across NATO, has encouraged industry partners to provide 
an assessment of the RQ-4 product line’s future, discussions within the alliance on 
medium to long-term sustainability through substitution or replacement have not 
yet started.136 

Further delays to decision-making stand to increase the likelihood of an ISR 
capability gap in the long term. Apart from addressing an aging platform, NAGSF’s 
future relevance could also be enhanced by leveraging NAGSF’s potential to 
command and control additional national contributions of JISR systems and units, or 
by leveraging its training cadre and analytic capacity to train analysts from across the 
alliance on a rotational or temporary basis. Sensor gaps exacerbate this limitation. 
According to the NAGSF commander, the NATO AGS Force would greatly benefit 
from SIGINT and long-range EO/IR payloads, which are currently missing and whose 
contribution must be provided by other platforms with inevitable implications for the 
TCPED process.137  

The third challenge involves the RQ-4D’s survivability, which many US military 
sources have acknowledged as being limited against modern air defenses.138 For 
instance, in 2019, a US RQ-4A Global Hawk was shot down by an Iranian surface-
to-air missile (SAM) when it was flying at a relatively high-altitude (~6.7 km) in 
international airspace over the Strait of Hormuz.139 According to US Air Force Chief 
of Staff, General Charles Q. Brown, the RQ-4 operates very well “in uncontested and 
low-threat [contexts] where the United States and its allies enjoy superiority across 
all domains of warfare [but] cannot compete in a contested environment.”140 

Indeed, the RQ-4D does not have self-protection capabilities. As the AGS remains 
NATO’s primary organic JISR asset, the alliance may soon need to assess possible 
solutions to increase its survivability and medium to long-term viability. Near-term 
upgrades may be possible, but eventually substitution or replacement will be 
necessary.
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Class III UAS

A Limited, but Growing Allied Inventory

Excluding the AGS program, NATO’s UAS capabilities are based on the systems 
allies possess and make available to the alliance. While the war in Ukraine has 
accelerated the development and acquisition of UAS among NATO nations, 
the speed and level of commitment varies across member states.141  MALE UAS 
represent one of the categories where such disparities are most tangible. Only ten 
countries currently operate these large UASs. Of these ten, seven – including the 
US – employ the MQ-9.142 Germany and Greece (and soon the Czech Republic)143 
use the Israeli-built IAI Heron TP. 

Turkey operates several domestically manufactured MALE drones like the TB2, 
the Anka, and the more advanced Akinci. Turkey recently introduced a maritime 
version of the TB2, the TB3,144 which is capable of take-off and landing aboard 
Turkey’s recently commissioned amphibious ship the TCG Anadolu (more on this 
will be in the maritime domain section that follows).145 At the same time, Belgium, 
Canada, Germany, Greece, Norway, and prospective NATO member Sweden may 
have reached preliminary agreements or started discussions to purchase the MQ-
9’s upgraded version.146 

Other member states such as Albania, Poland (already operating MQ-9As), and 
Romania have inked deals with the Turkish company Baykar for the acquisition of 
Bayraktar TB2 UAS.147 The TB2 has also been the focus of discussions between 
Baykar and NATO members Hungary, Portugal, and Slovakia.148 

France, which already operates the MQ-9A, will soon receive fourteen new Patroller 
MALE UAS produced by the French multinational Safran.149 The NSPA is increasing 
its focus on the MALE category and will soon provide sustainment support for 
the TB2 to one ally.150 The Agency does not currently deal with multinational UAS 
procurement but is trying to incentivize this option among allies. At the moment, 
though, most countries continue to favor national acquisitions.151

France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and their respective industries are collaborating on 
the “Eurodrone program,” an ambitious EU-funded initiative that should deliver an 
initial batch of 20 MALE multi-mission UAS systems to the four countries starting in 
2028.152

This mixed but fluid picture of Class III UAS operated by allies derives from 
a combination of factors, including fluctuating and diverse defense budgets, 
capabilities duplication and industrial competition, and different priorities vis-à-vis 
drone technology across the alliance. As a result, bringing consistent MALE UAS 
capabilities to bear will most likely require years, considering the various systems’ 
production and delivery times and their later integration into national militaries and 
NATO force structures. 
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More and Higher Quality Assets Needed

While better-equipped allies can provisionally compensate for NATO’s collective 
UAS capability gaps – as already done with other capabilities – the increasingly 
complex threat scenarios the alliance will face require a much larger number of 
interoperable UAS capable of integration in NATO command or force structure 
than currently available. In the words of NATO’s Assistant Secretary-General for 
Intelligence and Security David Cattler, the war in Ukraine shows that “if you haven’t 
invested in sufficient UAS capabilities, you’re likely to have serious deficiencies 
against someone who has made the investment.”153

To meet this need, it is vital that NATO countries increase their respective defense 
budgets to meet at least the 2% of gross domestic product (GDP) target. For 
those NATO countries unable to allocate additional resources and purchase more 
expensive UAS, stopgap options, including leasing, can fill capability gaps in the 
short term. Leasing is often disregarded but is a valid solution because it also 
comes with training and maintenance, thus laying the groundwork for a smoother 
integration of disparate systems. 
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As an example, General Atomics Aeronautical Systems has leased MQ-9As to 
Poland pending the arrival of the system’s upgraded version purchase by Warsaw.154 
Furthermore, the same company offers a lower-cost service, contractor-owned, 
contractor operated (CO-CO), whereby General Atomics owns and operates the 
UAS while the ISR data is controlled by the customer.155 Hence, a joint, multinational 
CO-CO scheme may represent an advantageous option for smaller member states 
with budget constraints to deploy key high-end UAS capabilities.

MALE drones provide not only persistent, high-quality standoff ISR but also EW and 
strike options, enhancing the warfighting utility and flexibility of allied UAS. Over the 
past few years, the US has deployed a limited number of MQ-9 UAS along NATO’s 
eastern flank on a rotational basis, including in Estonia, Poland, and Romania. In the 
case of a full-fledged confrontation with Russia, however, a handful of MQ-9 would 
hardly be sufficient, considering the likely high attrition from hostile surface-to-air 
missiles and intense offensive EW and cyber operations. 

Russian threat capabilities underscore the importance of robust and homogeneous 
MALE UAS capabilities across the alliance. The threat also highlights the need for a 
combination of high-end yet cheaper, more expendable systems (i.e., TB2, TB3) and 
next-generation autonomous “wingman” platforms able to conduct collaborative 
operations with crewed aircraft. The mission set for this class of drones will vary to 
include deep strike and reconnaissance into enemy territory, air combat and close 
air support, and interdiction in support of ground or maritime operations, among 
others.

Equally important, the possibility of equipping MALE UAS such as the MQ-9 and 
the Turkish-made Akinci with air-to-air missiles156 and AI capabilities for advanced 
onboard computing and rapid target processing and engagement also expands 
their mission sets. MALE UAS so equipped could be used in counter-air, combat air 
patrol (CAP), and air combat roles in the future. At the same time, the integration of 
next-generation EW suites and standoff precision-guided munitions can pave the 
way for a more prominent use of these UAS in SEAD and/or DEAD missions.

Class II and Class I UAS

While MALE class UAS primarily support missions at the strategic and operational 
levels, medium and small drones, which have both comparatively limited duration 
and range, have become the most common tools for situational awareness and 
ISTAR at the tactical level. Capabilities in these classes of UAS are consistent 
across the alliance and revolve around multiple platforms. Examples range from the 
ubiquitous US-made RQ-11B Raven, RQ-20 Puma, and ScanEagle tactical UAS to the 
hand-launched Israeli-built Skylark to a variety of other national or foreign systems. 
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The “Support Partnership” initiative, a legal framework coordinated by the NSPA, 
offers cooperative support arrangements for ten countries for the acquisition and 
sustainment of military off-the-shelf UAS from nano/micro to tactical types and 
more.157 According to Doug Heintz of NSPA, the Agency’s portfolio mainly covers 
platforms from the US and Israel, and a few from Europe, but it will soon include 
Turkish systems as well.158 

Class I and II UAS usually have an endurance of approximately 60 minutes and a 
range of roughly 30-40 km, and trade payload for portability. As such, they are used 
for ISTAR purposes up to brigade-level units. Medium-size UAS such as Portugal’s 
Ogassa OGS 42 and Norway’s FX-450 provide greater capabilities, with ranges 
varying between 100 km and 250 km, an endurance of several hours, and the ability 
to fulfill the ISTAR needs of brigade-size units. 

Several NATO countries have also expanded their UAS fleets with mini and micro 
UAS such as the 100 Black Hornet personal reconnaissance system (PRS), which 
provides squad-level immediate and covert situational awareness and has an 
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endurance of 25 minutes.159 Mini and micro UAS are typically employed by special 
operations forces (SOF) and specialist units for very short-range ISR purposes.160 

Certain member states are also investing in small bomber drones and loitering 
munitions. France, for example, has recently launched several projects to equip 
its armed forces with different remotely controlled munitions and attack drones, 
including a multi-rotor UAS capable of dropping up to twenty 40mm grenades.161 

Italian special forces will soon receive Hero-30 loitering munitions, which are 
produced by the Israeli firm UVision and have a range of 15 km, to meet an “urgent 
mission requirement.”162 Other countries like Poland are betting on domestically 
designed loitering munitions such as the Warmate, while Estonia and Lithuania have 
placed orders for US-built Switchblade-300 and 600 loitering munitions.163

As a means for target acquisition, medium and small UAS have become essential 
tools for improving artillery accuracy and shortening the sensor-to-shooter 
cycle. At the same time, the battle damage assessment role of UAS tends to be 
underestimated, despite its critical importance for evaluating operational effects 
and avoiding wasted time and additional resources to obtain the desired effects on 
a target. 

In light of the extremely high attrition rate these systems suffer in Ukraine and the 
open-source data regarding their availability among member states, the alliance 
has nowhere near the minimum number that would be required in near-peer 
or peer adversary scenarios. This means that allies should stockpile hundreds 
of medium UAS and several thousand small UAS – at the very least – along with 
the capacity to rapidly replace them if necessary. The war in Ukraine should be a 
wake-up call for NATO allies to significantly expand their medium and small UAS 
inventories and corresponding manufacturing capacity, with a balance between 
expendable and reusable systems.

B) Maritime Domain
Increasingly, the alliance is focusing on the role and use of UAS in the maritime 
domain. Maritime unmanned systems (MUS) include UAS, along with uncrewed 
surface and underwater vehicles (USV/UUV), and represent ideal assets which can 
operate in challenging sea conditions while offering several advantages. 

First, they allow allies to conduct persistent, long-range maritime ISR and engagement 
over larger areas and with lower electromagnetic signature assets. 

Second, they diminish the need to deploy sailors or marines into harm’s way, thus 
reducing the risk of casualties. 
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Third, they tend to be cheaper to field than crewed platforms and are less logistically 
intensive, integrating seamlessly with other systems with less personnel.164 

Furthermore, they allow for greater modularity and scalability in terms of payload 
integration compared to crewed aircraft. 

Improving Communications and Interoperability

While large UAS have been a regular component of NATO Unified Vision exercises, 
these events have focused on the interoperability of JISR tools and systems in 
general. For the maritime domain,  allies have embarked on a multinational effort 
focused on MUS specifically, including capabilities, concepts, and interoperability.

The Maritime Unmanned Systems Initiative, a multinational framework launched 
in 2018, now includes sixteen member countries and supports the introduction of 
flexible and more interoperable maritime unmanned vehicles into allied navies.165 
This initiative revolves around seven main areas of cooperation, including integration 
of MUS into NATO policies, technical standardization to enhance interoperability, 
doctrine development, joint training and support, and engagement with industry. 

Interoperability and doctrine development deserve special attention at a time 
when technology is evolving fast and the threats to the alliance are multiplying. 
To consolidate these two areas, the MUS Initiative (MUSI) countries participate 
annually in operational experimentation conducted by NATO and NATO nations like 
the Robotic Experimentation and Prototyping augmented by Maritime Uncrewed 
Systems (REPMUS). In September 2022, MUSI nations participated in NATO’s 
Dynamic Messenger operational experimentation (OPEX) exercise series. The 
REPMUS experimentation, hosted by Portugal, focuses on capability development 
and technical interoperability with MUS in military maritime operations.166 

The Dynamic Messenger (OPEX) co-hosted by NATO’s Maritime Command 
(MARCOM) and Allied Command Transformation (ACT), expanded REPMUS 
achievements in MUS integration in NATO naval operations, and added the 
enhancement of TTPs in detecting and clearing mines, conducting anti-submarine 
warfare (ASW), and monitoring sea lines of communication, among other tasks.167 

The Dynamic Messenger exercise was the first NATO exercise solely focused on MUS 
and their integration with crewed platforms. The exercise allowed for unhindered 
experimentation with MUS by NATO maritime commanders and operators (including 
Standing NATO Maritime Group 1) and the integration of dual use emerging and 
disruptive technologies in cooperation with academic and industry partners.168 

Beyond the trials of more than 120 different multi-domain uncrewed assets, these 
exercises provided a unique opportunity to test sensor and communication fusion 
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between different systems within C2 architectures whereby drones can “speak the 
same language,” autonomously cooperate, and interact with the headquarters.169

The value of the Portuguese Navy’s innovation in MUS development and 
experimentation was recently confirmed by NATO. “The Portuguese Navy’s Maritime 
Operational Experimentation Centre – located at Troia, the facility that hosts 
‘REPMUS’ and ‘Dynamic Messenger’ – has been assigned as a Defense Innovation 
Accelerator for the North Atlantic (DIANA) test center, including being tasked with 
developing AI, autonomy, data, and new materials technologies.”170

The NATO Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation (CMRE) collaborated 
with partners in the NATO Science and Technology Organization research project 
aimed at standardizing communications among different C2 systems and uncrewed 
systems operating in communications limited environments. This team developed 
the Collaborative Autonomy Tasking Layer (CATL), a set of languages for enabling 
multi-domain autonomous tasking and data sharing. The CATL developments help 
inform the on-going STANAG 4817 effort, which aims to standardize multi-domain 
command and control.171

According to the CMRE’s Director Catherine Warner, these federated, multi-domain 
C2 architectures “will allow human command and machine control.”172 This has 
enormous implications for interoperability and the role of autonomy in improving 
both human-machine interaction during operations and the utilization of uncrewed 
systems – including UAS – in communications-denied environments.

Photo: Technicians do final checks of an underwater drone aboard FGS Homburg (SNMCMG1) October 
26, 2018 before launch during Trident Juncture 18 night mine countermeasures operations.
Credit: NATO MARCOM
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Maritime Tasks for UAS

Amongst the UAS that were tested during Dynamic Messenger, the Austrian S-100 
Camcopter was employed in an anti-submarine role, using a dedicated data relay 
payload to transmit information from various sonobuoys to the command center 
ashore and then facilitate the detection and classification of possible enemy 
submarines.173 In recent years the anti-submarine task has regained prominence in 
the alliance’s military agenda due to Russia’s increased submarine capabilities and 
activities in both the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean Seas. 

Against this backdrop, specialized long-endurance UAS with tailored ASW sensors 
and autonomous features can carry out some of the traditional ASW tasks of crewed 
maritime patrol aircraft such as protracted submarine detection and tracking 
missions, expanding NATO’s ASW options and capabilities.174

More generally, UAS can leverage their endurance and long-range multi-type sensors 
to provide unmatched maritime ISR and engagement over vast areas at cheaper 
costs compared to crewed aircraft. Other tasks may also include extended-range 
early warning and detection of incoming anti-ship missiles, including maneuvering 
sea-skimming missiles that are more difficult to counter. 

For maritime forces to employ UAS in maritime air defense tasks, they require a 
rapid TCPED process as well as autonomous capabilities. According to naval 
warfare expert Steven Horrell, the alliance will not be able to capitalize on the 
advantages offered by drones in the maritime domain “without the creation of a 
dedicated joint fusion architecture – to be organized in regional fusion nodes – that 
improves intelligence sharing and makes critical information available to all allies in 
the shortest possible time.”175 

Another area of experimentation is the use of UAS for maritime resupply and 
refueling purposes (including ship-to-shore). For example, both the Royal Navy 
and the US Navy have recently tested UAS systems in heavy lifting and transport 
missions over medium and long distances.176 

The US Navy is also at the advanced trial phase of the Boeing MQ-25 Stingray, an 
air-to-air refueling (AAR) UAS that will significantly extend the operational range of 
US carriers’ crewed aircraft fleet, including F/A-18 Super Hornet and F-35C fighter 
jets.177 Once in service, the MQ-25 will also provide key support for the air wings of 
allied navies. 

National Maritime UAS Capabilities

At the national level, the US remains the major actor in terms of maritime UAS 
capabilities, though several NATO countries are expanding their UAS fleet in 
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this domain, including France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and Turkey. The French 
Navy has started the integration of the fixed-wing Aliaca UAS aboard its future 
offshore patrol vessels and surveillance frigates. The Aliaca drone has a three-hour 
endurance and provides high-quality, all-weather ISR up to a range of 50 km thanks 
to its gyro stabilized EO/IR payload.178

The French Marine Nationale is also in the final testing phase of its “Système de 
Drone Aérien pour la Marine” (SDAM) program, which is based on the Airbus VSR-
700 Naval vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) UAS.  This program aims to deliver 
a VTOL UAS capability for future frigates of the French Navy. The VRS-700 has 
an impressive range of 150 km and is outfitted with a maritime surveillance radar, 
an Automated Identification System (AIS) receiver (transponder-based ship location 
system), and an optronic payload optimized for use in the marine environment.179 

Turkey is one of the NATO countries investing most in UAS capabilities, including in 
the maritime domain. The Turkish Navy commissioned the amphibious assault ship 
TCG Anadolu – the country’s largest military ship and the first of its kind to provide a 
Class III maritime UAS unit afloat. The TCG Anadolu should become fully operational 
in 2025 and will host an improved and folding-wing version of the combat-proven 
TB2 UAS, called TB3.180 The TB3 will give Ankara a BLOS offensive drone capability 
thanks to a satellite communication link and a heavier payload (280 kg) compared 
to its land-based brethren.181 

The TCG Anadolu is also set to carry the Bayraktar Kizilelma uncrewed fighter jet, 
a highly maneuverable stealth UAS capable of conducting offensive offshore and 
onshore missions, including SEAD and DEAD. The landing-helicopter-deck (LHD) 
class Anadolu will pave the way for new concepts and operational uses of UAS in 
maritime operations, making Turkey the first country and NATO ally to deploy a full-
fledged drone strike group along with an amphibious assault force. 

The United Kingdom and Italy are also currently improving their maritime UAS 
capabilities. Earlier this year, a contract was signed with the Austrian company 
Schiebel for the acquisition of S-100 Camcopter rotary-wing UAS that will operate 
from the Royal Navy’s Type 23 frigates and provide long-range high-performance 
ISTAR182 along with a capable multi-sensor fusion software. The Royal Navy will 
also trial General Atomics’ “Project Mojave” short takeoff and landing (STOL) UAS 
onboard its aircraft carriers, which could pave the way for the future integration of a 
STOL version of the MQ-9B UAS developed by the same US company.183 

Italy, a NATO member strategically located in the Mediterranean and itself 
an operator of the S-100 UAS, will bolster its naval UAS capabilities with new 
acquisitions over the next few years, according to its 2022-2024 Defense Planning 
Document, although the specifics of these capabilities remain unclear.184 The Italian 
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Navy has also commissioned a feasibility study for a drone carrier ship, following in 
the footsteps of its Turkish counterpart.185

Overall, however, there continues to be a tangible imbalance in the distribution of 
UAS maritime capabilities across the alliance, with repercussions for ISR coverage 
in key areas such as the Black Sea. While the rotational deployment of US MQ-9s 
and NATO RQ-4D AGS is partially filling the maritime ISR gap in the region, coastal 
countries such as Romania and Bulgaria lack long-range UAS assets to conduct 
persistent maritime ISR and engagement in their territorial waters and beyond.186 

As a result of this maritime capability gap, NATO may have difficulties in detecting 
and tracking the movements and activities of the Russian Black Sea fleet in case 
of confrontation. Despite the loss of the Slava-class Cruiser Moskva in April 2022, 
Russia remains the dominating naval power in the Black Sea region and continues 
to pose a credible threat to NATO along its southeastern flank.

C) Cyber and Space Domains187

Cyber and space represent both enabling domains for UAS as well as avenues for 
attack.  Cyberspace (along with the electromagnetic spectrum) enables connectivity 
between UAS and command modules (ground, afloat, or airborne), operators, 
analysts, and other C2 nodes, sensors, and effectors, including other UAS (for 
coordinated or collaborative operations). Space provides data and multiple services 
such as positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT), information (e.g., meteorological, 
environmental) and satellite-based communications and guidance.   

The fast-paced integration of UAS into military operations into the physical domains 
of land, air, and sea requires support from the cyber and space domains. UAS are 
interdependent with space and cyber, including from a security perspective188 
as they rely on satellite navigation, the use of wireless communication, onboard 
sensing technology, and remote control. These conditions make them vulnerable to 
cyber and electronic warfare attack. 

Cyber Domain

UAS systems are extremely vulnerable to cyberattack. In the cyber domain, attacks 
can target all components of the UAS, including supporting satellites, the ground 
control station (GCS), and the communication signal between the GCS and the 
drone itself. Attacks can include the interception of downlink data and information 
from the UAS to the operator in order to obtain intelligence, the disruption of the 
drone through malicious code to impair its functions or capabilities, the intrusion 
in or disablement of the GCS operating system, and the jamming or spoofing of 
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the navigation and communication signals. These are the most frequent types of 
attacks, though others are possible.   

An example is the hacking of a stealthy US RQ-170 Sentinel UAS by Iran in December 
2011189 while it was conducting an ISR mission deep in Iranian airspace. Although 
it remains unclear what method Iranian forces used, they managed to disrupt the 
communication and navigation signals between the operator and the UAS, bringing 
down the system largely intact onto Iranian territory. 

Navigational spoofing — which falls between cyber and EW techniques — could 
have been a plausible cause. In another case from 2009, Iranian-backed Shiite 
insurgents in Iraq were able to breach the operating system of a US MQ-1 “Predator” 
UAS and view its live feeds using a mass-market software program.190

However, the cyber domain is also essential for enabling drone operations. For 
example, well-prepared cyberattacks can be launched ahead of SEAD and DEAD 
missions, disrupting the opponent’s C2 network and degrading the functionality 
and readiness of its air defenses, paving the way for UAS kinetic strikes or close air 
support missions in hostile territory. 

Robust cybersecurity protocols ensure the resilience and protection of C2 and 
navigation links between the UAS, the operator, and the broader military ecosystem 
into which drones are integrated. As NATO’s reliance on UAS grows, the alliance’s 
cyber capabilities must keep pace with evolving and increasingly advanced 
hacking techniques to effectively safeguard allied C4 networks while providing the 
necessary support to military operations. 

Space Domain

As with cyberspace, space is a critical operational domain for the alliance’s security 
and military operations, playing a key role in the following areas:191

• positioning, navigation, and timing, which enables precision strikes, tracking 
of forces, and search and rescue missions; 

• early warning, which helps to ensure force protection and provides vital 
information on missile launches;

• environmental monitoring, which enables meteorological forecasting and 
mission planning;

• secure satellite communications, which are essential for consultation, and 
command and control;

• intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, which are crucial for situational 
awareness, planning, and decision-making.
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Photo: A SpaceX Falcon Heavy rocket with the Psyche spacecraft onboard is launched from Launch 
Complex 39A, Friday, Oct. 13, 2023, at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida. 
Credit: Aubrey Gemignani/NASA

As UAS across the alliance become more and more integrated into a complex 
military ecosystem, they inevitably need space support and services, not least in 
terms of resilient navigation, secure communication, and accurate intelligence for 
better operational planning and execution. 

In denied environments, onboard autonomy can effectively obviate the jamming of 
satellite navigation by exploiting sensor fusion capabilities. However, the disruption 
of satellite communication links by enemy EW, for example, hampers the operator’s 
control of the drone and risks compromising the mission. While a communication and 
data link are not required in fully autonomous systems, its interruption represents a 
major challenge as long as UAS are employed with a human-in-the-loop or human-
on-the-loop approach (more on that later). 

As noted by NATO’s Assistant Secretary General for Intelligence David Cattler, space 
assets also provide critical ELINT, IMINT, and SIGINT resources for the effective use 
of UAS.192 Exploiting space-based intelligence can enhance and better focus drone 
employment with positive implications for the overall military effort.193

Leveraging Allies’ Space Capabilities 

At present, NATO countries operate an estimated total of 1,809 satellites, 
inclusive of civilian (national or multinational), commercial, military, or intelligence 
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assets.194 In February 2023, NATO announced plans to establish the alliance 
Persistent Surveillance from Space (APSS) initiative, a multi-year, multi-domain, 
and multinational effort to boost space-based surveillance and intelligence for the 
alliance, thus improving its situational awareness and collective decision-making.195 

Two characteristics of the APSS initiative stand out: 

• Its multinational and cooperative nature leverages existing and future space 
assets in allied countries and connects them in a NATO virtual constellation 
called “Aquila.” 

• Its data-centric approach will allow the APSS to integrate data from both 
government-owned and commercial space contributions.196

This multinational and collaborative approach will allow NATO allies lacking space 
capabilities – 15 countries – to access space-based intelligence and communications, 
while improving and expanding information sharing across the alliance. Moreover, 
this approach will enhance interoperability by pushing allies toward the use of 
common platforms (i.e., sensors, software, etc.) and standardized TTPs. 

The Growing Importance of LEO Satellites to UAS Operations

At the same time, the direct involvement of private space companies with Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO) satellites enhances the resilience and effectiveness of the alliance’s 
activities and operations, especially in terms of services and signal availability. 
Compared to geostationary orbit (GEO) and medium-earth orbit (MEO) satellites, 
LEO satellites are smaller, operate at lower altitudes (500-2,000 km), and provide 
signals with increased bandwidth and at low latency rates thanks to their shorter 
distance from the earth’s surface and constant non-stationary orbit. 

These features make LEO satellites ideal for communications applications, including 
military ones. While LEO satellite-based communications (SATCOM) are vulnerable 
to jamming and other EW methods,197 the use of vast networks of satellites — also 
known as constellations — ensures greater resiliency against EW compared to 
fewer GEO satellites.198 

As discussed in the first part of this study, Starlink’s LEO SATCOM have allowed 
Ukrainian drone operators to elude the bulk of Russian jamming attacks and continue 
drone operations, although Russia forces have adapted and had some successes 
in limiting the use of Starlink terminals by Ukrainian units.199 The increasing military 
role of LEO satellites will also impact complex BLOS drone operations. In December 
2022, the US company General Atomics flight-tested an MQ-9A equipped with a 
LEO satellite communications C2 system, which will enable high-latitude pole-to-
pole operations — otherwise constrained via GEO SATCOM — and provide resilient 
connectivity to and from the aircraft.”200 
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According to the same company, LEO SATCOM should “decrease operational 
costs” and allow for cheaper payload integration in the future thanks to a smaller 
and more modular hardware footprint.201 This development is especially important 
for the alliance considering the increasing role the MQ-9 will play in the UAS fleets 
of NATO allies in the medium term. 

Additional advantages of LEO SATCOM include:

• the provision of a backup data and C2 link — set on a different frequency — in 
case the main satellite connection is jammed or lost, ensuring robust redundancy 
during BLOS operations;202

• faster and larger data transmission by virtue of high-throughput, low-latency 
communications. 

A higher order of data transmission would facilitate the use of UAS in a multi-
domain sensor-C2-shooter architecture, shortening the kill-chain cycle during BLOS 
missions, and possibly enabling cross-cueing detection as well as the sharing of 
tracking information between space-based and airborne sensors to improve long-
range ISR and strike. 

Photo: U.S. Air Force Tech. Sgt. Joshua Werho, 55th Combat Communication Squadron radio 
frequency transmission systems technician, and Senior Airman Jesse Severns, 35th CBCS cyber 
security technician, check operations on a Ranger 2400 Flyaway Multi-Band Terminal during 
EXERCISE AGILE BLIZZARD-UNIFIED VISION 2023 near Comox, British Columbia, Canada, June 19, 
2023. Credit: Tech. Sgt. Betty R. Chevalier/US Air Force
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Against this backdrop, the NATO APSS or a future similar NATO initiative could 
eventually include a component modeled after the US Space Force’s Transport 
Layer, a novel LEO constellation that “will provide assured, resilient, low-latency 
military data and connectivity worldwide,” exploiting the unprecedented connection 
performances provided by Optical Inter-Satellite Links (OISLs).203

However, the reliance on LEO SATCOM is not without risks. Various EW techniques 
like jamming and spoofing against the signal transmission, and cyberattacks against 
both the ground infrastructure and the satellite add to challenges emanating from 
the complex logistics and network infrastructure required by LEO constellations.204 
These issues underscore the need for more robust and resilient protection standards 
for space assets that are used for military purposes, both in terms of hardware and 
software with built-in security protocols. 

Based on the above considerations, space is now more than a mere enabling 
domain for UAS operations in contested environments, and NATO countries that 
seek exquisite UAS capabilities should consider the critical role played by space in 
UAS development and employment.

D) Enabling efforts  

Enabling Policies and Standardization

NATO has agreed to an impressive number of policies covering UAS development 
and employment. These policies include: 

• NATO’s Total System Approach to Aviation (addresses both crewed and 
uncrewed systems);

• NATO policy for unmanned aircraft systems;

• NATO policy for civil/military aircraft operating in support of NATO or NATO-led 
missions and operations;

• NATO Remote Piloted Aircraft Readiness Initiative (R2i).205 NATO R2i includes 
a strategy and implementation plan and focuses on UAS piloted by remote 
control.

In addition to NATO policies, NATO nations have agreed to an array of standardization 
agreements (STANAGs) regarding UAS (more on this later).206 Yet, in spite of NATO 
policy and standardization efforts to harmonize NATO UAS development and 
operations, diverse national approaches to capability development and acquisition, 
along with a multitude of proprietary UAS, associated payloads, and data-exchange 
protocols in use by NATO nations, significantly complicate interoperability. 
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NATO STANAGs and policies represent a foundation for alliance interoperability, but 
implementation and follow through by individual allies is often lacking. Exacerbating 
a lack of implementation is the absence of a verification process to assure NATO 
military authorities of overall UAS interoperability, readiness, and responsiveness.

Digital Transformation

Digital transformation is a broad endeavor launched by the alliance that focuses on 
the enabling technologies, technical infrastructure, and people needed to “increase 
the speed, security, and effectiveness of NATO critical processes, from C2 and 
communications to data and intelligence analysis and dissemination, in order to 
enhance interoperability and decision-making.”207 

Digital transformation will shape the over-arching C4ISR architecture as well 
as sensor-C2-shooter networks in which UAS will operate in the future. Digital 
transformation will be the enabling foundation for future alliance Multi-Domain 
Operations. Security and interoperability standards will enable rapid integration of 
various national and NATO UAS systems into forces, networks (i.e., an internet of 
military things) and operations, as well as dynamic tasking and synchronization of 
cross-domain or multi-domain effects.

Photo: German Air Force A400M pilot conducts manoeuvres on the A400M during Air Defender 
23. Credit: NATO
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While this critical endeavor aims to prepare NATO for future demands, including 
multi-domain operations against a peer adversary, its ambitious and comprehensive 
nature may be a challenge for NATO to fund, implement, and sustain.

Achieving digital transformation’s goals will be essential for the use of UAS in 
collaborative roles and human-machine teaming, but also a challenge, considering 
the latency associated with increased encryption in data links, among other 
issues.208 More generally, NATO must be able to protect and transmit information 
in a coalition environment, such as multi-domain operations, where data is stored 
in a cloud architecture, leveraged at the tactical edge, and shared at the speed of 
relevance.

Autonomy, AI, Data, and Other Emerging and Disruptive Technologies 
(EDTs)209

Autonomy, AI, data, and other EDTs stand to further enable UAS capabilities. When 
it comes to autonomy, NATO distinguishes between autonomous, automated, and 
automatic (all of which may feature AI capabilities). While both governmental bodies 
and international organizations have provided multiple classifications of these 
concepts,210 this study uses the official NATO definitions.211 

Autonomous, Automated, and Automatic

According to NATO, “autonomous pertains to a system that decides and acts to accomplish 
desired goals, within defined parameters, based on acquired knowledge and evolving 
situational awareness, following an optimal but potentially unpredictable course of action. 

Automated characteristics describe a system that, in response to inputs, follows a 
predetermined set of rules to provide a predictable outcome.

Automatic pertains to a process or equipment that, under specified conditions, functions 
without human intervention.”

At present, the integration of autonomy in drones remains largely confined to 
specific functions, such as AI-enabled target detection and tracking. The human-out-
of-the-loop (HOOL) scenario — whereby the UAS decides and acts to accomplish 
desired goals without human input — has not materialized. This means that current 
UAS have a degree of human control (technically defined as human-in-the-loop and 
human-on-the-loop) in every action they execute.  

Equally important, the vast majority of UAS fielded today, including those seen in 
Ukraine, typically do not process information on-board at scale and they are not 
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networked together. In general, collected data and information are usually relayed 
to the ground control station in real time, or stored in the UAS for later examination, 
based on the system’s specifications. 

For example, the Shahed-136/131 slow-flying munitions analyzed in the first chapter 
are launched in large numbers simultaneously, but do not communicate with 
each other and cannot autonomously replace those that are shot down. This has 
significant implications in terms of target prioritization. However, some systems like 
the Russian Lancet LM and Ukrainian FPV drones have AI-powered software that 
allow for automatic target detection and engagement even if the connection with 
the operator is lost due to hostile jamming or environmental factors.212

One automated function involves the ability of most commercial drones to return to 
the launch coordinates if the navigation signal is lost. This ability is not an autonomous 
feature but rather automated based on a preprogrammed set of commands from 
which the UAS cannot deviate. 

Up until now, NATO and Western militaries have generally operated under full-
spectrum dominance, where the operator can communicate with the UAS at any 
given time and in most environmental conditions. However, things are rapidly 
changing and today’s operational environments present increasing levels of threat 
that mitigate or even deny Western technological supremacy. 

Hence, for NATO to preserve its technological edge, it is crucial to leverage EDTs 
such as AI, Big Data, quantum technologies, and advanced propulsion solutions, 
among others. According to a subject expert from a private company focused on 
autonomous UAS, “the war in Ukraine has become a catalyst for experimenting 
AI-enabled UAS in a non-permissive environment, achieving greater results in one 
year than in the past decade.”213 

The Importance of AI-Enabled Autonomy for UAS

Simply put, autonomous UAS are akin to flying computers with their own C2 
capabilities. This allows for the detection, tracking, and potential engagement of 
multiple targets simultaneously and at an unprecedented pace. Further, autonomous 
flying and maneuvering functions reduce the mission load on the operator while 
allowing the latter to control multiple drones. AI and advanced onboard computing can 
also reduce or eliminate the need for external communications, limiting vulnerability 
to jamming and spoofing and allowing for operations in a communications-denied 
environment. Yet, total dependence on AI (software) is a double-edged sword, for it 
can render fully autonomous UAS more exposed to cyberattacks. 

Moreover, AI-enabled autonomy is also the gateway to both swarming capabilities, 
whereby multiple networked UAS coordinate and adapt to achieve complex 
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Photo: As part of NATO’s Unified Vision 2014 Trial, members of the Italian Air Force launch a 
surveillance drone (STRIX, a multi-purpose, man-portable, totally autonomous TUAS) over Oerland, 
Norway. Credit: NATO

objectives, and teaming operations with crewed aircraft in which UAS enhance 
the former’s situational awareness, survivability, and capacity to deliver effects.214 
Overall, in future UAS development, autonomy needs to be integrated along with 
quantum sensing and new propulsion capabilities for maximum effectiveness. 

Autonomy will have a huge impact on future UAS’s ground control and support 
as well. AI-aided software and machine learning tools can dramatically improve 
the PED cycle by quickly analyzing massive amounts of data and extracting only 
the information that is relevant to a specific intelligence task, mission, or area of 
operations. 

AI-enabled PED has enormous implications for the NATO enterprise, considering 
the challenges of cross-domain Joint ISR data in a multinational environment. This 
is especially important considering the likely multiplication of intelligence sources 
and increase of raw data collected, human resources constraints, and the need for 
speed of intelligence dissemination during conflict and crisis.
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Leveraging Data Architecture for UAS Operations

The effectiveness of UAS operations as well as the intelligence they produce depend 
on the integration of UAS into a data-centric military ecosystem that connects 
different capabilities and fuses data and information from multiple sources within 
a joint C4ISR architecture for better situational awareness and faster decision-
making. Uninhibited access to information and the ability to process, exploit, and 
disseminate it quicker than the adversary is key to success.

As noted by ASG Cattler, “plugging in new sensors — no matter how powerful they 
are — is useless if you don’t have the capabilities and resources to exploit the data 
you collect.”215 At the same time, archiving data for later exploitation is becoming 
less functional considering the growing demand for real-time or near-real-time 
intelligence to inform decision-making.216 

For a collective organization like NATO, the abovementioned ecosystem requires a 
unified approach to data governance that includes:

• common data formats and protocols; 

• shared storage policies; 

• standardized data management tools 

This approach will enable better information sharing as well as big data exploitation.217 

For example, an Air Force officer of a NATO member state underlines the lack of 
alignment and standardization between NATO datasets, the limited connectivity 
among them, and the absence of an optimized processing criterion in the overall 
exploitation process.218 More broadly, the key challenge is to make data and 
information available at scale, and promptly, across the alliance. 

To this end, in October 2021 NATO ministers adopted a Data Exploitation Framework 
(DEF) policy. The ensuing DEF Strategic Plan revolves around several lines of effort, 
including common data governance, an open and scalable data architecture, AI 
integration, and a standardized data management process.219 These measures aim 
to facilitate and expedite data visualization, sharing, and exploitation across the 
alliance, but it will take time to achieve these goals. 

Likewise, NATO priorities for UAS include efforts to streamline and accelerate the flow 
and management of information at the tactical level, where time is of the essence, 
in order to avoid “ISR bottlenecks” and shorten the kill chain. The CATL architecture 
is a related NATO tactical data effort (supporting development of STANAG 4817) 
and meant to enable multi-domain autonomous tasking and data sharing, as well as 
reduce the volume and frequency of UAS external communications.
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Leveraging Quantum Technology to Protect and Enhance UAS Capabilities

Given the reliance of UAS on wireless communications and data links, it will be 
essential to increase the bandwidth, speed, and encryption level of data and signals 
across the entire C4ISR architecture. In this respect, NATO has recently tested 
different quantum technologies that have the potential to make communications 
virtually impossible to intercept and hack.220 

Indeed, AI-enabled autonomy, along with quantum sensing,221 can ensure 
persistent positioning and improved situational awareness in electromagnetic-
denied situations, thanks to onboard multi-sensor fusion capability (inertial, optical, 
magnetic, etc.) capable of overcoming the lack of satellite signals. At the same time, 
autonomy offers onboard processing capabilities to exploit data, allowing the UAS 
to choose among multiple courses of action at warp speed without human input 
and a data link with the operator.

Other NATO EDT Policy Efforts Relevant to UAS

The alliance is developing the necessary policy framework for supporting the 
adoption of EDTs, prioritizing AI, data, and autonomy policies due to their broad 
application to current and future military capabilities. Along the same lines as 
the NATO data policies covered previously, NATO’s AI Strategy and Autonomy 
Implementation Plan were approved in 2021 and 2022, respectively, and aim to 
provide clear policy guidance for the responsible and sustainable development of 
innovative AI-enabled and autonomous technologies by all allies.222 

Also in October 2022, NATO established the Data and Artificial Intelligence Review 
Board, tasked with implementing the technical standards and principles governing 
responsible use.223 Other EDT policy efforts that may impact future allied UAS 
development include:

an EDT strategy for quantum technologies; 

a NATO taxonomy for autonomous systems; 

an interoperability fund to help nations develop NATO material standards.224

Multinational Cooperation

NATO enables UAS capability development and NATO-wide integration225 through 
armaments cooperation (including industry and private sector engagement), 
cooperation in scientific and technological research and development, operational 
experimentation, and a variety of recent NATO innovation initiatives focused on 
adoption and protection of (NATO prioritized) emerging and disruptive technologies. 
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NATO agencies (NSPA, NCIA), CMRE, and the Strategic Commands (especially ACT) 
play a significant role in capability development and innovation. Despite structured 
efforts across the NATO enterprise, more can and must be done specifically to 
adapt lessons learned from recent conflict and upscale the development and 
acquisition of UAS and related capabilities. Improvement and acceleration of NATO 
and national procurement processes are also necessary.

Recent NATO Initiatives Important for UAS Capability Development

NATO efforts to promote innovation are part of the alliance’s overall effort to adopt 
and protect EDTs to maintain NATO’s technical edge and decisive military advantage 
vis-à-vis potential adversaries. In support of advanced technology integration and 
to develop a vibrant innovation ecosystem, NATO has launched DIANA226 and the 
NATO Innovation Fund (NIF).227 The alliance has made considerable progress in 
terms of defense modernization, and investment and UAS are firmly in the mix. New 
initiatives prioritize expanding and improving existing capabilities for use against 
near-peer adversaries.

Broadly, the DIANA and NIF initiatives are meant to bring allied nations and their 
industries and research communities into a closer partnership to fund, develop, and 
deploy dual-use EDTs. Both initiatives aim to leverage commercial technological 
breakthroughs to create solutions that can bridge key capability gaps and offer 
good prospects of commercialization at scale. 

DIANA consists of a board of directors, a management director, and staff, as well 
as two regional hubs, and a wide network of research and test centers across 
North America and Europe. The initiative is intended to work directly with leading 
scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs through a bottom-up and learn-by-doing 
approach.228 DIANA will launch regular challenge programs based on its biennial 
Strategic Direction.229 The first challenge was announced in June 2023, and focuses 
on three priority EDT areas as identified by DIANA’s board: sensing and surveillance, 
energy resilience, and secure information sharing.230 

UAS technologies fall clearly in the first area, may be relevant to the second, and 
will certainly leverage outcomes of the third area. 

Unlike DIANA, the NIF is an opt-in initiative with currently 22 allies participating 
as limited partners.231 232 The “fund” in NIF is actually the first of its kind €1 billion 
($1.1 billion) multi-sovereign venture capital fund designed to provide strategic 
investments for start-ups developing dual-use emerging and disruptive technologies 
to support NATO capabilities.233 
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That NIF capital used to expand and upscale DIANA programs increases the 
possibility that UAS technologies may benefit from such investment. The NIF has 
a charter, a Limited Partnership Committee (LPC), and an independent supervisory 
board of directors234 that will manage and execute the NIF. While the NIF is not 
expected to be at full operational capacity until fall 2023, its governance, investment 
strategy, and venture capital focus are clear. NIF will focus investment on “early-
stage deep tech startups” involved in emerging and disruptive technologies.235 UAS 
or related enabling technologies certainly present promising areas for investment. 

The abovementioned capabilities and enabling efforts demonstrate the 
considerable progress made by the alliance in terms of defense modernization and 
investment. While the use of UAS is not new and centers on mature and battle-
tested technologies, the priority is now to expand and improve their capabilities for 
use against near-peer adversaries, including in high-intensity combat. 

The next and last part of this study identifies and analyzes the main challenges for 
NATO UAS operations in high-intensity scenarios.

Photo: NATO Deputy Secretary General opens DIANA’s European Regional Office.
NATO’s Assistant Secretary General for Emerging Security Challenges and DIANA’s interim 
Managing Director David Van Weel symbolically passed the baton on to the incoming Managing 
Director, Professor Deeph Chana. Credit: NATO
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Part III – Challenges
Several challenges hinder the development of robust and effective UAS capabilities 
across the alliance. These include limited interoperability, critical capability gaps, 
inadequate platform survivability, deficiencies in personnel and training, limits to 
intelligence processing, and more. 

Interoperability
From a military standpoint, interoperability is arguably the biggest challenge 
for NATO. Interoperability affects the entire UAS architecture including personnel 
training, communication protocols, data-exchange formats, CONOPs, and, 
eventually, the rapid dissemination of intelligence and targeting data across a 
multinational joint force. Predictably, NATO’s collective nature renders such a 
layered undertaking even more complex. 

While the work of NATO’s Joint Capability Group-UAS236 has contributed to 
streamlining and condensing different efforts and discussions on UAS from across 
the alliance, according to Ross McKenzie and Michael Callender, NATO still suffers 
from the “lack of a structured Joint Staff focused on harmonizing and bringing 
together UAS capabilities in a comprehensive way.”237 

The predominance of domestic development and procurement initiatives — to 
a large extent driven by industrial competition — represents a major hinderance 
for interoperability.238 Industrial competition has led to a variety of data links, 
communication protocols, and message formats between the uncrewed aircraft, 
the ground control station, and external command, control, communications, 
computers, and intelligence (C4I) nodes.239 As a result, “the dissemination of sensor 
data is mostly via indirect means,” despite the need for near real-time tasking/re-
tasking of UAS assets, payload employment, and dissemination of intelligence at 
different echelons.240  

To address these specific issues, NATO has approved the standardization agreement 
(STANAG) 4586, now in its fourth edition, which aims to enable interoperability 
between the ground segments (i.e., the ground control station) the air segments 
(the uncrewed vehicle), and the C4I segments of legacy and future UAS operating 
in a NATO Combined/Joint environment.241 

STANAG 4586 also identifies the different levels of interoperability (LOI) between 
the UAS and the operator(s) (see footnote) and specifies the parts of the UAS that 
need to comply with specific requirements to interact with various uncrewed aircraft, 
their payloads, and different C4I systems.242
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While essential, compliance with this STANAG alone does not ensure full 
interoperability between different UAS, for it “does not address platform and/or 
sensor operators’ proficiency levels, nor does it define the [necessary] CONOPs.”243 
Indeed, the use of different patented platforms and sensors across NATO implies 
tailored training and specific personnel skills that further complicate the alliance’s 
efforts to harmonize UAS capabilities and increase interoperability. In this respect, 
different approaches to, and investments in UAS entail a lack of UAS crew and 
specialized personnel in some NATO countries.

At the current stage, the lack of full interoperability has huge implications for the 
use of UAS in joint NATO operations. Operators and specific uncrewed aircraft of 
different member states are not able to mutually interact and communicate with 
C4I nodes with the necessary speed and proficiency required in high-intensity 
environments. 

Technology can obviate this issue. For example, General Atomics and the Spanish 
firm Sener Aerospacial have developed a customizable and internationally 
exportable “NATO Pod” that allows operating countries to plug-and-play sovereign, 

Photo: US Army Sgt. Zachary Pacetti, assigned to 2nd Cavalry Regiment, Regimental Engineering 
Squadron, makes repairs to an AAI RQ-7 Shadow unmanned aerial drone as part of ORION 23, 
April 19, 2023. ORION 23 is a French-led interoperability campaign that is designed to develop 
partnerships with allies and assess the ability to operate within a coalition.  
Credit: Sgt. Khalan Moore/US Army
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cross-domain sensors and payloads on the MQ-9 family of UAS, which will likely 
become the workhorse of allies’ national MALE UAS fleets in the mid-term.244

STANAG 4586 is just one of many standards agreed upon by member states 
to improve interoperability and integration between a plethora of UAS. These 
standards cover most UAS-related elements and aspects, including airworthiness 
requirements for different types of UAS,245 minimum training benchmarks for UAS 
operators and pilots,246 weapons integration,247 and C2 data links.248 

Importantly, the NATO JCG-UAS is currently developing a new standard (STANAG 
4817) for the data link between a GCS and multiple uncrewed systems in other 
domains to enable multi-domain operations.249 Furthermore, the JCG-UAS is 
supporting the implementation of the Remotely Piloted Aircraft Readiness Initiative 
(R2i), an operationally focused strategy that aims to foster the integration and 
operational effectiveness of national and NATO common-owned uncrewed aircraft 
across the alliance in line with NATO’s UAS policy.250 

Another key factor is operational experimentation (OPEX), which plays a critical role 
in improving the development and adoption of EDTs, tailoring them to the capability 
needs of the alliance, incorporating feedback from industry and academia, improving 
interoperability, and allowing for a smoother elaboration of doctrine, concepts and 
TTPs. Examples of this bottom-up and multi-stakeholder approach include: 

NATO’s Project X, a short-term endeavor (2022) between NATO, Boeing, the 
government of the Netherlands, Designing with Delft, and the Unmanned Valley 
field lab focused on the development of autonomous systems that can remotely 
access and evaluate situations inaccessible to human life;251 

The US Central Command’s Task Force 99, a recently established unit of the US Air 
Force headquartered in Qatar that conducts innovative work on uncrewed systems 
and digital integration, with a focus on commercial UAS.252

Finally, operational interoperability relies on common doctrine and concepts. 
There are no NATO joint allied publications dedicated wholly to UAS and C-UAS 
employment and very few nations have such joint doctrinal publications. There 
is mention of UAS in joint allied air doctrine, but references do not capture the 
expansion of UAS capabilities, roles, and missions in recent conflict or employment 
concepts being put into national defense plans (i.e., collaborative crewed-uncrewed 
operations, swarms, cooperative or collaborative groups, advanced sensor/effector 
payloads, autonomous air to air combat, etc.).253 

As the technology of UAS matures and NATO’s focus shifts toward multidomain 
operations, more efforts are needed to define joint allied UAS and C-UAS doctrine 
and concepts (e.g., of operations or of employment, TTPs).
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UAS Capability Gaps 
Efforts by NATO allies to expand and improve their UAS capabilities predate the 
Russian full-scale invasion of Ukraine but have accelerated since. Despite a NATO 
focus on autonomy as a priority emerging and disruptive technology, efforts to 
improve UAS capabilities vary significantly across the alliance and are mostly driven 
by national priorities.

The NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance and the EU-sponsored Eurodrone are 
notable exceptions in terms of collective Class III UAS capability definition and 
procurement. While the NATO AGS Force represents a critical JISR capability for 
the alliance, RQ-4D will soon have obsolescence issues and would be severely 
challenged to satisfy even a portion of collective JISR requirements in a potential 
confrontation against peer adversaries.

While uncrewed technology is now at the top of most allies’ defense agenda, more 
coordination is needed in terms of investments and the most effective types of 
capability to acquire to address current shortfalls. 

This study has found both qualitative and quantitative deficits, which must be 
assessed against the backdrop of high-intensity conflict rather than the permissive 
counterinsurgency and counterterrorism environments in which NATO UAS have 
operated over the past 20 years. These deficits span across all three classes of 
NATO UAS, though the nature and extent of shortfalls vary significantly among allies. 

Quantitative deficits mainly refer to the insufficient number of UAS, especially with 
regard to classes I and II, currently available across the alliance. Qualitative shortfalls 
concern the lack of specific UAS capabilities, in particular combat capable systems, 
long-range all-weather ISTAR sensors, and EW payloads.  

Quantitative Deficits

From a quantitative standpoint, Class III UAS capabilities of NATO allies are 
increasing, though their distribution remains structurally unbalanced. While the US 
and Turkey operate a large number of Class III UAS,254 most allies only possess a 
limited number of MALE and HALE UAS — mostly MQ-9 systems. Many countries 
such as Bulgaria, Hungary Romania, the Baltics, Slovakia, Finland, and Norway 
have no capability in this category. Should NATO be involved in a conflict in the 
foreseeable future, these countries could not provide Class III UAS to the alliance 
and would have to rely on either collective assets or other nations’ platforms. 

Considering the vulnerability of most large UAS currently in service to modern air 
defenses and their potentially high attrition rate, the current number in service with 
NATO allies falls short of a realistic baseline for high-intensity conflict.
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Quantitative issues are particularly relevant with regard to Class I and Class II UAS. 
Indeed, the availability requirements and high attrition rate imposed by high-intensity 
scenarios in terms of small and medium UAS used for ISR — as proven by the war 
in Ukraine — suggest that most NATO allies’ inventories are not sufficient. Several 
thousands of Class-I and hundreds of Class-II UAS appear to be a minimum baseline 
for sustaining even a few weeks of fighting characterized by a high demand for ISR 
assets in a limited regional scenario involving a few Multinational Land Corps. 

Furthermore, any assessment of required numbers should include the ability to 
replenish losses either via rapid industrial production or acquisition at scale, both 
of which require resilient and efficient supply chains. Another key aspect regards 
the importance of military-grade systems, which provide better performance and 
resilience in denied environments compared to commercial UAS.  Integrating 
commercial drones is certainly cheaper but entails serious risks in terms of 
unencrypted communication and data links, along with less capable payloads. 

Qualitative Deficits

In terms of qualitative gaps, there is a structural lack of armed UAS across the alliance. 
The few exceptions are the US, UK, France, Italy, and Turkey. Other countries such 
as Germany, Poland, and the Netherlands are set to weaponize their MALE UAS 
soon. More allies are likely to follow suit. As many recent conflicts have shown, 
armed UAS provide substantial flexibility in augmenting or complementing direct 
and indirect fires. As UAS capabilities improve, their mission sets will likely expand 
as well (i.e., beyond the close to deep battle, to air and maritime interdiction, etc.). 

Photo: An MQ-9 Reaper remotely piloted aircraft piloted by Airmen from the 556 Test and Evaluation 
Squadron flies over the Nevada Test and Training Range and performs live-fire exercises with Air-
to-Ground Missile-114 Hellfire missiles and Guided Bomb Unit-12 Paveway IIs, Aug. 30, 2023. Credit: 
Airman 1st Class Victoria Nuzzi/US Air Force
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For NATO, armed UAS represent an essential asset that will acquire further 
operational relevance as the alliance embraces a multidomain approach centered 
around data and information dominance and characterized by shorter kill chains 
and very high-tempo operations. 

In similar scenarios, key capabilities will include very long endurance and low-
observable UAS platforms equipped with BLOS redundant communication and data 
links, as well as a comprehensive sensor and capability mix. Specifically, this would 
comprise:

• long-range ISTAR payloads, including SAR, maritime wide area search radars, and 
GMTI functions to provide high-quality, real-time intelligence and surveillance;

• standoff EW; 

• precision strike munitions for both air and ground targets. 

At present, for example, NATO AGS does not include an EO/IR sensor capability. 
The addition of such features would be a significant boost to mission versatility and 
collection capabilities.255 Considering the characteristics of comprehensive sensor 
payloads in terms of dimensions, weight, and performance, medium and large UAS 
remain the platforms of choice for their integration. Therefore, the lack of Class 
II and III UAS significantly narrows the options to field similar capabilities in high-
intensity scenarios.   

Autonomy
The incorporation of onboard autonomy, which can offset the problems caused by 
hostile EW to communication and data transmission, among other issues, represents 
another critical challenge for NATO. While the alliance works to further refine its 
recently published policy framework for embracing and developing autonomous 
technologies,256 not all allies are convinced of the advantages or urgency of doing 
so. According to NATO UAS experts Ross McKenzie and Michael Callender, “allies 
are not able yet to integrate autonomy in a comprehensive way.”257 

Ethical as well as legal implications have impacted discussions about armed 
UAS in countries like Germany and the Netherlands and heavily influence allies’ 
approaches to autonomy. This factor has made systematic testing and operational 
experimentation of autonomous technologies more difficult, thus slowing their 
incorporation.258 

Indeed, the key challenge with autonomy — and EDTs more generally — is not just 
about technology per se but also having the necessary mechanisms in place that 
would allow NATO to test, adopt, and push out new solutions faster than competitors. 
In this respect, horizontal diffusion of new technologies can benefit enormously from 
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bottom-up initiatives, including from the civilian sector, but requires a permeable 
and flexible structure at the top to allow for such innovation to be assimilated and 
shared across all alliance forces. 

Sense and Avoid
Besides autonomy, the integration of standardized Sense and Avoid (SAA) technology 
on UAS at scale is another crucial challenge for NATO. Given the absence of a pilot 
in the cockpit, drones must satisfy SAA regulations and requirements during flights. 
The disparate UAS and proprietary sensors used across the alliance complicates 
this goal. 

As Ross McKenzie and Michael Callender note, the systematic incorporation 
of common SAA features represents a critical inflection point in the short term 
regarding the widespread employment of UAS.259 Indeed, SAA capabilities, along 
with complementary technologies like Airborne Collision Avoidance Systems 
(ACAS), are essential for employing UAS all over NATO members’ airspace and 
areas of responsibility.

Photo: US Army Sgt. Nicholas Sutton, an infantryman assigned to 1st Battalion, 5th Infantry Regiment, 
1st Infantry Brigade Combat Team, 11th Airborne Division, releases a Black Hornet 3 drone at a remote 
fighting position during Joint Pacific Multinational Readiness Center-Alaska 23-02 at Yukon Training 
Area, April 3, 2023. Credit: Senior Airman Patrick Sullivan/US Air Force
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In 2018, NATO approved the first standard document for UAS Sense and Avoid. This 
document set the stage for a common approach toward the development of SAA 
technologies to further improve the integration of military UAS into civilian airspace 
and achieve the NATO goal of unfettered UAS operations across multinational, non-
segregated airspace on par with existing manned aircraft operations.260 

Space Domain 
Critical shortfalls in the space domain are also worth noting. Given the advanced 
and cost-prohibitive nature of space technology, only a few NATO countries possess 
their own space capabilities. This means that space-based intelligence products — 
from GEOINT to COMINT — that provide essential support for drone operations 
are not inherently available to all member states. At present, for example, 11 NATO 
countries do not have dedicated on-orbit military assets, namely satellites.261 

Ancillary to space-based intelligence is the need for high-speed and secure 
connectivity to enable space-derived ISR to promptly feed UAS operations. The 
lack of such connectivity can limit the overall effectiveness of UAS operations, 
especially in contested environments where intelligence that is quickly delivered 
and comprehensive is critical for success.  

The alliance Persistent Surveillance from Space initiative is a crucial step that will 
allow member states to access and share space-based intelligence, vastly improving 
NATO space capabilities and the entire C4ISR architecture. However, collective 
gaps in the space domain also require concerted efforts by single nations in terms 
of policy reforms to remove national barriers to intelligence sharing and implement 
the necessary infrastructure to digest new intelligence products made available by 
the alliance while effectively contributing to NATO’s federated PED process. 

C-UAS capabilities
With respect to NATO C-UAS policy, concept, and capability development, the 
scale of effort has focused on countering small UAS (Class I mini and micro) in low-
intensity conflict. While C-UAS is a recognized component of IAMD, NATO policy 
efforts have long concentrated on C-UAS as a key counter terrorism or defense 
against terrorism capability to protect people, assets, and critical infrastructure.262 

NATO innovation efforts related to C-UAS by Allied Command Transformation 
(operational experimentation) 263 and NCIA (technical interoperability)264 have until 
now focused on small UAS. As the scale (in numbers and all sizes) of UAS employed in 
recent conflict has grown (including in Ukraine, Nagorno-Karabakh, and the Arabian 
Peninsula), and the advancements in drone technology of potential competitors like 
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China, NATO recognition of the need for improved defense capabilities against UAS 
must rise. 

Despite the focus on countering small UAS, NATO’s approach to the problem has 
been fairly comprehensive and holds promise if scaled up to include the growing 
threat of UAS employed in greater numbers (including as collaborative groups or 
swarms) and with greater capabilities (longer range sensors, kinetic and non-kinetic 
effects, combined payloads).265

There are several challenges related to C-UAS that NATO must tackle: 

1. The alliance has not yet approved a joint doctrine on C-UAS operations, 
although it plans to do so by the end of this year.266 C-UAS doctrine 
would provide guidance and more clarity for a discipline that has 
overlapping applications in other areas, including air defense and force 
protection, which already have their own specific doctrinal publications.  
 
Since 2019, NATO has had a governance framework for C-UAS, with a 
C-UAS working group focused on Class I UAS, including commercial drones, 
and looking at both conventional and unconventional types of threats.267 
Yet, C-UAS capabilities and readiness vary significantly across the alliance.  
 
The US created the US Joint C-small UAS Office (JCO) in 2020. The 
JCO has taken a leadership and coordination role also within NATO. 
Other countries such as the UK, Italy, and the Netherlands have taken 
inspiration from this governance approach and established dedicated 
C-UAS centers at the national level. At the same time, several member 
states, including Belgium, Denmark, Norway, and Romania, have begun 
to acquire C-UAS capabilities. However, other countries are lagging.  

Photo: Pfc. Mariah Davis, assigned to the 89th Military Police Brigade, operates the Drone Buster 
during a Counter-Unmanned Aircraft Systems class with Soldiers from 3rd Battalion, 265th Air 
Defense Artillery Regiment, supporting 4th Infantry Division, at Camp Taurus, Lithuania, on March 17th, 
2023. Credit: Staff Sgt. Cesar Rivas/164th Air Defense Artillery Brigade
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While national efforts have stimulated the drafting process of the C-UAS doctrine, 
according to NATO C-UAS expert Claudio Palestini “different governance 
models among the Allies remain an open question.”268 For example, the US JCO 
is under the US Army while the corresponding body in the UK is managed by 
the Royal Air Force. 

2. Cumbersome procurement processes have hindered the acquisition of 
C-UAS capabilities by NATO and individual allies, with delays of up to two 
years between the definition of requirements and contract execution.269 The 
layered nature of C-UAS – with the combination of different technologies, 
including legacy and next-generation high-end sensors -- complicates the 
procurement, maintenance, and logistics compared to other capabilities.  
 
As a solution, several industries are now offering a “C-UAS as a service” 
model, whereby a government or military pays for the service rather than 
the equipment.270 This option eliminates potential obsolescence problems, 
as the service provider owns the equipment and takes care of its upgrade 
or replacement, allowing for potential budget savings in the long term. For 
example, the US defense company Anduril, which collaborates with NATO on 
C-UAS, offers this contract model.271

Photo: Master-at-Arms 2nd Class Leonard Gallegos, from Reno, Nevada, operates Drone Restricted 
Access using Known Electronic Warfare (DRAKE) module in a counter Unmanned Ariel System (UAS) 
security drill aboard the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69). Credit: Mass 
Communication Specialist 3rd Class Zachary Elmore/ US Navy
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3. Technological and operational issues hinder a common C-UAS architecture. 
Technical issues include the gap between C-UAS technology and a faster-
evolving threat, especially large-scale swarming attacks. During exercises, 
large-scale coordinated attacks have proven very difficult if not impossible 
to defeat. Operational issues include the integration of C-UAS into the 
air defense ecosystem and the definition of proper CONOPs and Rules 
of Engagement (RoE), and a clear definition of the C-UAS discipline, 
which addresses its dual function in air defense and force protection.272 
 
NATO is working to define a common C-UAS architecture, which aims to provide 
clear guidelines regarding the communication between C2, sensors, and effectors, 
and an effective integration of this information into both the broader air and missile 
defense network of the alliance and the civilian air traffic management system. 273  
 
To this end, at least one nationally established communication standard may 
offer a solution to NATO. The UK-developed SAPIENT interface is used for 
intra-C-UAS communications (i.e., between C2, sensors, and effectors) and 
other encrypted systems like Link-16 and Asterix to interact with air defense 
and civilian air traffic management, respectively. This architecture has already 
been tested during NATO’s technical interoperability exercises (TIE), which 
involved the private sector and aimed “to reach time-zero integration” through 
the creation of a local integrated air picture that incorporated different C-UAS 
solutions.274 

4. Integrating automated and autonomous capabilities at scale are currently 
limited by allied members’ abilities to sort, share, store, and analyze data. 
AI-enabled multi-sensor fusion capabilities can combine and analyze massive 
amounts of data and allow for autonomous detection, thus eliminating the 
burden on human operator reaction time and availability. AI could be a game-
changer, especially against swarming attacks. For example, the US company 
Anduril has pioneered a layered, AI-powered C-UAS capability that combines 
multiple sensors and effectors into a scalable, open operating system for 
autonomous detection, tracking, and threat indication at edge speed. Recently, 
the US Army Task Force 39 has tested an AI-powered phone app called “CARPE 
Dronvm” that uses pictures to identify drones at short range and determine 
their flight path, sending real time notifications to friendly troops nearby and 
improving their situational awareness.275 Overall, however, the incorporation of 
these technologies across NATO remains slow due to responsible use concerns, 
diverse national approaches to autonomous systems, and different levels of 
investments.276
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5. The cost-per-interception curve is arguably one of the major challenges for 
C-UAS, given the proliferation of cheap, expendable UAS and LMs. This unfavorable 
cost curve is compounded by the increased resilience of drones against EW attack, 
which often makes it necessary to resort to relatively expensive kinetic interceptors.  
 
The progressive introduction of directed-energy weapons (DEW) (i.e., laser and 
high-power microwaves) promises to revolutionize C-UAS and make it much 
more cost-effective. DEW systems provide a deeper magazine with a lower cost 
per shot and a cheaper system lifecycle due to their minimal logistical needs.277 

 

A major challenge regarding DEW is making them mobile. The US Army is 
currently testing the Directed Energy Maneuver-Short Range Air Defense 
(DE M-SHORAD) system, based on a Striker family vehicle outfitted with a 
50-kilowatt class laser weapon able to detect and defeat small and medium 
UAS as well as rockets, artillery, and mortars.278 This program includes a first 
platoon of four Striker systems already delivered to the Army for testing and 
goes hand in hand with the so-called Army Multi-Purpose High Energy Laser 
(AMP-HEL), an initiative to install a 20-kilowatt laser weapon system on infantry 
squad vehicles to provide short range C-UAS capabilities for small units.279 
Recently, Raytheon has delivered to the US Air Force a palletized 10-kilowatt 
laser weapon known as “H4”, installed on a pick-up truck in a stand-alone 
configuration, “allowing it to be moved and mounted wherever needed”.280 

 

However, directed energy weapons are only part of the C-UAS solution. DEW 
remain embryonic in maturity and challenged by atmospheric factors. Further, 
their considerable cooling needs impose tradeoffs between power and 
compactness.281

Survivability
Because of their design — which sacrifices maneuverability and speed for maximum 
endurance, range, and energy efficiency — most large and medium UAS currently 
in service with NATO countries are easily detectable and trackable by air defenses. 
Novel engineering solutions and materials will increasingly reduce radar and IR 
signature, but at present such solutions and materials are in use by only a few high-
end platforms. In addition, the lack of onboard self-protection capabilities makes 
most MALE and HALE UAS easy targets for modern air defenses. 

As such, NATO and allies’ medium and large UAS would likely suffer high, and 
thus hardly sustainable, losses against peer and near-peer adversaries. The 
incorporation of threat warning systems and passive and active countermeasures 
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is already possible, although it comes at the expense of other payload options. This 
tradeoff impacts the drone’s final suite of capabilities for specific missions. 

The Self Protection Pod (SPP) developed by General Atomics for the MQ-9 family 
includes both radar and IR missile threat detection and a chaff and flares dispenser, 
providing full-spectrum awareness and countermeasures that will increase the 
system’s survivability in contested environments.282 However, the SPP technology 
falls under the US International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) regime and, for 
the moment, is not available to NATO allies.283 However, a similar technology that is 
export-ready, or ready for a relaxation of the ITAR restrictions, should be considered 
as the MQ-9 becomes the centerpiece of many NATO members’ UAS fleets.284

When it comes to smaller UAS, the limited payload capacity partially frustrates the 
advantage of reduced acoustic as well as radar detectability. Like in larger systems, 
the data link and the operator of small UAS are vulnerable to EW and kinetic attacks, 
respectively. Small drones are typically operated at tactical and operational ranges 
and their self-protection capabilities are limited to anti-jamming and EW-resistant 
components, without anti-missile countermeasures. Less restricted quantity and 
expendability due to lower cost offset these limitations.    

Overall, modular and built-in self-protection capabilities will be essential to allow 
present and future UAS to operate in high-intensity scenarios. These comprise 
integral cyber security solutions against cyber threats, and layers of redundancy 
to ensure reliability and protection against potentially altered components from 
corrupted supply chains.285 Reliability and availability deserve particular attention 
considering the complexity and vulnerability of today’s supply chains and the 
increasing number of dual-use components used in military-grade systems.

Equally important, vulnerability applies to the ground segment and control elements 
as well. Network nodes, different transmission links, and software components are 
exposed to EW and attacks in the cyber domain while ground control stations and 
support infrastructure close to or in the area of operation are also potential targets 
for kinetic strikes.286 These vulnerabilities require adequate countermeasures in 
terms of redundant and secure communication protocols, discipline across the 
electromagnetic spectrum, force dispersion, and concealment. 

Personnel and Training 
Conventional wisdom stating that UAS require less personnel because of their 
uncrewed nature does not always reflect reality. While a two-member team can 
be sufficient for small tactical UAS, larger platforms such as MALE and HALE UAS 
require a variable number of skilled professionals:287 pilots, sensor and C2 operators, 
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weapons system officers, analysts, and support personnel. The actual figure may be 
equal to or even greater than the total required for crewed aircraft. 

For example, a typical US Air Force UAS combat squadron consisting of four MQ-9 
UAS of which at least one is airborne 24 hours per day, seven days per week could 
require up to 192 personnel. This number covers the mission control element (49), 
the forward-deployed launch and recovery element (59), and the PED element (84), 
depending on the mission and operational environment.288 In comparison, an AC-
130H gunship has 14 crew members, and an E-8C Joint Surveillance Target Attack 
Radar System (JSTARS) requires between 21 and 34 personnel, depending on the 
mission’s nature.289

Larger platforms such as the NATO-owned RQ-4D are even more personnel-
intensive, with the crew to aircraft ratio for the pilot and sensor operator positions 
estimated at 15:1.290 Indeed, due to the RQ-4D’s sophistication, unique data collection 
capabilities, and complex support infrastructure, the NATO AGS Force (NAGSF) 
requires more people than a similar organization of crewed aircraft. NAGSF’s 
relatively larger manning is primarily due to its self-contained nature with organic 
PED capabilities and training cadre (for pilots, analysts, and support personnel).291 

According to the NAGSF commander, personnel is the most important issue that 
prevents or slows progress on the attainment of full operational capability whose 
criteria “is predicated on flying multiple aircraft at once and delivering a certain 
number of intelligence products with specific response times”.292 This issue has 
been exacerbated by the increasing demand in terms of sorties and ISR output 
prompted by the war in Ukraine. At present, the NAGSF’s available personnel are 
around 60% of the overall target quota, making the goal of achieving FOC by 2024 
very difficult.293 

More broadly, western militaries’ already insatiable appetite for ISR products 
including full-motion imagery294 and the need to exploit them around the clock 
could skyrocket in high-intensity scenarios. In the short term, the need for multiple 
sensor and strike capabilities will expand the demand for personnel at a time when 
many Western militaries are experiencing rising manpower shortages, including 
UAS crew members, analysts, instructors, and specialized staff.295 

Shortfalls in UAS units’ personnel can reduce operational readiness and flexibility, 
flight time, and analytical output, as well as have negative impacts in terms of fatigue 
due to increased workloads and irregular leave periods, among other factors.296 
Manning shortfalls in UAS units can exacerbate personnel management issues and 
the effectiveness of UAS operations. AI tools may help in numerous areas but will 
not completely replace the need for people.
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At the same time, the quality of personnel also deserves attention. Indeed, dealing 
with increasingly sophisticated sensors, munitions, and complex data packages 
requires highly qualified staff —  including in the maintenance role — and the analytical 
capacity to fuse, process, and disseminate information from multiple sources rapidly 
and in a multi-domain environment. The same holds for advancements in C-UAS 
technology and novel approaches to how C-UAS is integrated and how C-UAS 
operations are conducted across joint forces.297 

As such, traditional training models may fall short of the cross-cutting skills and 
expertise levels needed to master these new technologies, from operations 
to logistics to maintenance to PED. The high operational tempo that typically 
characterizes UAS missions can limit the time available to complete training 
requirements on weapons employment and emergency operations.298 Training 
simulators can tackle some of these challenges, providing standardized yet flexible 
plug-in training scenarios while removing physical, time, and logistical obstacles 
typical of a multinational military alliance like NATO. The US Army, for example, has 
recently conducted virtual exercises in a “synthetic training environment” in which 
several Army branches used drones to coordinate massive artillery strikes against 
fictional soldiers, in a Ukraine-like situation.299 

Photo: Capt. Brian Maggi, Head of Civil Engineering at the Coast Guard Academy, holds up a drone 
during a training course at the Coast Guard Academy, New London, Conn, Feb 21, 2023. Credit: Petty 
Officer 3rd Class Matt Thieme/US Coast Guard
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Additionally, effectiveness in joint and multi-domain operations requires close 
training between UAS crews and PED teams, which is more often conducted 
separately reducing the synergy and efficiency needed for successful operations.300

The NAGSF was designed to provide in-house “organic training” covering all the 
roles and responsibilities required for AGS employment and currently involves troops 
from most allied nations.301 At the moment, NAGSF employs a number of contracted 
instructors. As an assigned training cadre increases, NAGSF will gradually shift from 
contractor-based to NATO-led instruction.302  

NATO holds regular exercises that include the use of MALE UAS, in particular the 
MQ-9. These exercises hone the skills of UAS pilots and operators to effectively 
conduct a variety of missions, including close air support and combat search and 
rescue in multiple scenarios.303 As more member states receive the Reaper platform 
or its upgraded MQ-9B version, the frequency and scale of joint training and 
exercises should increase, but the lack of training facilities may be an obstacle for 
some countries. The NATO Flight Training Europe (NFTE) initiative aims to overcome 
this challenge by establishing a network of multinational training facilities for pilots 
of different types of aircraft, including UAS.304 The introduction of training simulators 
at scale offers another valid and cheaper solution.

Finally, as combat experience in Ukraine has proven, an overemphasis on technology 
alone is dangerous, as technology never works in isolation and is hardly the sole 
cause of victory.305  Common doctrine and concepts constitute key ingredients to 
maximizing the potential for UAS and C-UAS to achieve desired battlefield effects, 
but talented, trained, and educated leaders, operators, and other contributors (e.g. 
data, cyber, and network specialists, analysts, software writers, maintainers, etc.) 
may be as or even more decisive.

NATO has recognized the importance of training and education of leaders and 
staff in its policies on emerging and disruptive technologies.306 As a result, people 
are a key focus of NATO’s digital transformation efforts.307 In a similar vein, human 
resource and leader development must be a key element of UAS and C-UAS 
capability integration into NATO and individual allies’ forces.

The Tasking, Collection, Processing, Exploitation & 
Dissemination (TCPED) Cycle
As noted by former US Air Force Chief of Staff General David Goldfein, “data is the 
currency of future warfare, and we must be able to fight at the speed the future will 
demand.”308 With both the amount and complexity of data steadily on the rise, allies 
must be able to collect, analyze, exploit, and share federated intelligence rapidly 
and at scale through a joint TCPED process. However, such a process “is [currently] 
operating at a level below its potential and short of strategic and operational 
need.”309 
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Reaching the full potential of the alliance’s TCPED relative to UAS national and 
NATO contributions will require a more robust, federated, multi-domain approach. 
Elements of such an approach are in place or in development, but many challenges 
remain. Meanwhile the importance of timely and quality intelligence has only grown 
in NATO’s view of its threats and challenges. 

The alliance’s new strategic concept envisions a strengthened deterrence and 
defense with more forward-based defense capable of achieving deterrence by 
denial.310 Deterrence by denial and effective defense against a peer adversary 
require persistent surveillance and situational awareness before and during conflict. 
National and NATO UAS capabilities will be a necessary component to achieving 
persistent surveillance and effective situational awareness from the theater to 
tactical levels.

Assuming a likely increase of future UAS capabilities (across all domains) and 
contributions to NATO (e.g., early warning and intelligence pre- and post-crisis or 
conflict) there are several challenges or limitations that need to be addressed in 
order to reach full potential of NATO TCPED. 

These include: 

• the willingness of individual allied states to share intelligence;

• NATO’s capacity to process and exploit, the latter related to expected increases 
in UAS sensor data on the one hand and manning and technical limitations on 
the other. 

At the most basic level, sharing of national intelligence remains the most important 
limiting factor. Crises and operations tend to lead to an increase in national sharing 
within NATO as has been the case for the Russian war on Ukraine.311 Extensive 
intelligence sharing, however, continues to be practiced by just a few key allies 
and concerns persist over the security of information or intelligence shared with 
NATO.312 That said, the upward trend of national UAS inventories will inevitably lead 
to an increased quantity of raw data and processed intelligence that nations may 
contribute to NATO.313 

On a positive note, the NATO AGS Force is intensifying its collaboration with national 
ISR entities, including the US Air Force Distributed Ground System-4 based in 
Ramstein, Germany and the UK Royal Air Force’s N.1 ISR Wing, to develop a robust 
joint data-sharing and communication network that can bridge the intelligence gaps 
of single allies.314

Still, increased quantity in terms of UAS intelligence sharing will only contribute 
to quality if there is sufficient analytical and dissemination capability to ensure 
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timeliness and delivery of the right data to the right people within the time limit of 
intelligence value. 

The ability to fuse a variety of UAS sensor data with other multi-domain intelligence 
will also be critical to higher levels of confidence in analysis as well as the quality of 
data needed for timely identification, targeting, and engagement of threats.

Analytical capability is currently limited by the number of both trained and 
available analysts as well as the relatively limited use of AI tools.315 While the NATO 
Intelligence Fusion Center (NIFC) has several imagery analysts, NAGSF has by far 
the largest concentration of sensor analysts in NATO.316 NAGSF also has an organic 
analyst training capacity and thus offers a valuable, but underutilized potential to 
train national intel analysts from across NATO to process UAS intelligence. Despite 
the large number of authorized sensor analysts, the training slots are not filled.317 
NAGSF’s personnel shortfall represents a self-imposed limitation that nations could 
easily address.  

The importance of AI as a combat multiplier in data-centric processes is recognized 
by NATO and the object of use cases envisioned by NATO’s AI Strategy.318 Initial 
use cases are underway. For example, AI tools have begun to be introduced into 
NIFC and NAGSF for limited tasks (i.e., for NIFC sorting large amounts of open-
source imagery to verify aircraft status and for NAGSF identifying targets during 
post-operation imagery analysis).319 

AI has great potential in enabling NATO analysts to sift through and sort relevant 
UAS data in real or near-real time for cueing, fusing, and processing depending on 
how that UAS data is fed or shared and where the AI tools are located in the data 
architecture. AI could also be introduced into NATO or national UAS to improve real 
time situational awareness, decision-making, and action at the tactical edge. 

Technical shortfalls related to digitalization,320 network bandwidth, and latency also 
limit the speed and capacity of NATO and national TCPED processes. These issues 
are inevitably tied to digitalization efforts — or lack thereof — by single allies and 
the alliance as a whole. NATO’s Digital Transformation campaign is underway and 
will tackle these technical shortfalls and others (i.e., people and process aspects 
as well), but success will take time, resources, and sustained political commitment.

In the case of the NAGSF, real time transmission of operational data from the RQ-
4D’s sensors to the PED element is another technical limitation. The communications 
capability and security are not in place. Imagery is analyzed once downloaded post-
operation. The intake of ISR products from other platforms can also be slow. 

For example, in a recent NATO exercise, it took two and a half hours for the NAGSF 
PED element to receive an image from a U2 spy plane and identify potential targets, 
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while the goal is to do so in 45 minutes.321 According to the NAGSF commander this 
time has now dropped to 30 minutes.322 In a peer-adversary conflict, a much more 
compressed, if not near-real time situation, TCPED process will be needed to retain 
a decisive advantage over adversaries from strategic to tactical levels. 

While the AGS has the potential “to become the data-manager for ISR for NATO” and 
provide federated PED products, it needs constant access to additional intelligence 
disciplines like SIGINT and ELINT in order to succeed.323 Moreover, the need for a 
multi-source, multi-discipline federated intelligence requires an increasing number 
of specialized analysts, not only in NATO ISR structures but also at the national level, 
along with a scalable, modular and interoperable training system. These aspects 
confirm that an effective PED process depends on manpower, which, in turn, is a 
function of training.  
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Recommendations for NATO and 
Allies to Enhance UAS and C-UAS 
Capabilities
For NATO and allies to leverage and prepare for the full potential of future drone 
warfare this report recommends the following:

• First, the alliance must clearly assess UAS and C-UAS capability requirements 
based on lessons learned from recent conflict, technological developments 
underway, and expected future threats and challenges. (Recommendations 1, 7)

• Second, UAS and C-UAS capability development and policy development must 
be guided by the need for scale and interoperability and the imperatives of 
multidomain operations. (Recommendations 2, 3)

• Third, enabling capabilities such as AI tools, data architecture, communications 
networks, and cyber and space capabilities and services must be enhanced. 
(Recommendation 4)

• Fourth, NATO and individual allies should leverage the significant innovation 
efforts underway while improving operational experimentation and procurement 
processes. (Recommendation 5)

• Fifth, NATO should refine or establish joint allied doctrine, operational concepts, 
and TTPs to cover new and expanded roles of UAS and the growing importance 
of C-UAS. (Recommendation 6)

• Sixth, both UAS and C-UAS capability integration into NATO and national forces 
will require a special focus on human resource development. (Recommendation 
8)

The following detailed recommendations are intended to assist NATO and NATO 
nations in building on positive momentum already achieved by leveraging new 
concepts and approaches and considering new or revised efforts:

1) Define Clear UAS Capability Requirements and strike 
the Right Balance Between Quality and Quantity
As a first step, given the expanding roles and missions for UAS, NATO should 
assess the UAS capabilities that would be most important for the alliance and allies 
to acquire and/or develop in order to meet security and defense needs. Lessons 
learned from recent conflicts, ongoing national force modernization initiatives, as 
well as science and technology trends should feed this assessment.   
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NATO assessment should be clear on what UAS capabilities allies need as compared 
to the capabilities NATO needs for itself. Military authorities could already begin to 
address the expanding potential for UAS in the Minimum Capabilities Requirements 
(MCR) process currently underway (Step 2 of NATO’s five step defense planning 
process). 

NATO and member states should adopt a balanced approach towards UAS, 
consistent with the ultimate purpose of UAS technology: to provide more flexibility 
and risk-tolerance in military operations through uncrewed systems that are cheaper, 
more expendable, and that minimize the risk of personnel losses. Even the loss 
of more expensive UAS may be balanced against the likely gain in intelligence or 
battlefield effects achieved. As such, NATO ought to prioritize a mix of high-end UAS 
and cheaper but expendable and mass-deployable systems, without losing sight of 
the capacity to replenish losses over time.324 Achieving scale in manufacturing of 
small UAS, assisted by private investment, will be necessary to meet the numbers 
likely needed for high-intensity conflict.

As NATO is adopting a plans-based capability process for the first time in decades,325 
allies should consider requirements for UAS of all classes (large to micro) for strategic 
and regional plans and include them in force generation for the NATO Force Model. 
As Class II and III UAS are currently low-density, high-demand assets and likely to 
remain so, NATO will need to be flexible on how it integrates national contributions 
for different plans or force structures. National contributions may range from forces 
to systems, and include flight hours, targets serviced, and PED. 

Photo: A US Air Force Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) technician prepares a Mk. II Talon bomb 
disposal robot for work during exercise Northern Challenge. Credit: NATO
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NATO and NATO nations should:

• Assess NATO’s UAS requirements holistically in light of recent conflicts, scientific 
and technological trends, and NATO’s family of plans;

• Invite input from relevant NATO armaments communities and NATO’s Science 
and Technology Organization (STO), as well as nations to assist NATO Military 
Authorities in the UAS assessment;

• Incorporate the expanding roles of UAS (or as much of the NATO UAS assessment 
as possible) in the ongoing MCR process for 2024;

• (If not already a component) incorporate a flexible approach to national UAS 
contributions in NATO plans and the NATO Force Model; 

• Incorporate a flexible approach to UAS contributions for national UAS capability 
targets in the apportionment process of 2025. 

2) Continue to Enhance UAS Interoperability
Interoperability is essential for NATO. Interoperability enables a multinational and 
diverse group of forces to achieve common understanding, to execute decisions, 
and to act and react with greater speed and effect. Interoperability allows the 
alliance to fight with a common purpose and to execute missions that are only 
possible through forces and capabilities unified by common or compatible means 
of communications, command and control, doctrine, and standards. 

As NATO gears up for operations in contested environments, it should increase 
the interoperability of its UAS (and C-UAS) capabilities, from forces to platforms 
to payloads, to the human element and enabling infrastructure. Shortfalls in the 
implementation of agreed air traffic management regulations are hindering 
operations, responsiveness, and readiness. These in turn limit the benefit UAS 
capabilities can provide allies in terms of intelligence and deterrence effect.326 In 
particular, the alliance and individual allies should:

Issue air traffic management regulations and directives agreed by NATO to 
enable responsive NATO AGS and other allied UAS operations in civilian airspace, 
including for basic overflight/diplomatic clearance, dynamic flight route planning, 
and diversion for emergencies;327

Verify implementation of existing NATO agreed standards (i.e., for airworthiness, 
flight safety, airspace integration, sense and avoid, operator and pilot training, 
human systems interface, interface of unmanned control systems for UAV, and TTPs 
for unmanned aircraft);328

Invest in modularity, specifically payload-agnostic UAS and platform-agnostic 
payloads that can be configured, reconfigured, and integrated across the alliance;
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Advance and improve standardization in all areas relevant to the development and 
use of UAS, with a focus on:

• Training and certification, airworthiness, airspace integration, airfield access, 
etc. (especially Class III given future impact of increasing numbers of MALE, 
HALE, Combat UAS);

• Communication protocols, data storage, and data sharing formats, including for 
cross-cueing information from UAS to other assets and vice versa;329

• Payloads (i.e., sensors, effectors, etc.);

• C2 interfaces and operating systems;

• Detect/Sense and Avoid technology;

• Increase UAS access to national airspace for training, exercises, and 
experimentation;

• Enable UAS and C-UAS access to the regulated electromagnetic spectrum for 
training, experimentation, and operations;

• Increase the quality (scale and scope) and frequency of NATO exercises focused 
on or incorporating UAS and C-UAS to improve interoperability, concept/TTP 
development, and operational effectiveness; 

• Expand the scope of NATO Unified Vision exercises to include C-UAS and other 
UAS threats;

• Establish a NATO UAS Center of Excellence;

• Consider establishing a NATO UAS Center of Research and Experimentation 
focused on UAS and C-UAS integration, interoperability, and expanding UAS / 
C-UAS roles in C4ISR, IAMD, and targeting

• For allies operating the same UAS platforms, consider multinational cooperation 
schemes similar to the MQ-9B International Cooperation Program to share best 
practices and further refine interoperability.

3) Prepare to Employ UAS in Multidomain Operations 
Both NATO and individual allies should develop and acquire UAS capabilities for 
multidomain operations against near-peer adversaries. Such operations are likely 
to be characterized by data-centricity, speed (of decision and action or operational 
tempo), employment at scale of sensors and effectors (including uncrewed systems), 
communications-degraded and/or denied environments, and decentralized and/or 
disaggregated forces. 

UAS of all classes are likely to support operations in all physical domains with 
increasing capabilities and have an increased need for interconnectivity (to operate 
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in C4ISR, targeting, and IAMD networks). They also have an increased need for 
enablement from the cyber and space domains. UAS offer advantages in agility, 
versatility (multi-mission capabilities), resilience (e.g., expendability for Class I UAS 
or avoidance of human casualties for crewed missions that UAS can undertake), 
and creativity (new roles and missions resulting from collaborative, swarm, and 
combat capabilities).  

Given lessons learned from recent conflict, trends in UAS and related technologies, 
and ongoing research, development and experimentation, NATO and NATO nations 
should:

• Develop a NATO UAS capability development strategy (perhaps by expanding 
upon the expertise and experience gained through NATO’s R2i);

• Consider maintaining a current database of UAS systems developed and 
employed by NATO and non-NATO nations organized in accordance with the 
NATO UAS classification system;

• Incorporate UAS at scale and at all echelons to ensure each level of command 
has the appropriate drone capabilities for the assigned tasks. This includes 
a careful assessment of quantitative requirements for Class I UAS, given the 
likelihood of high attrition rates; 

Photo: One of five NATO RQ-4D aircrafts called “Phoenix” presented in the hangar on Sigonella 
airbase in Italy. The remotely piloted aircrafts are part of the Alliance Ground Surveillance System that 
15 NATO Allies have acquired together. Credit: OR7 Pia Dunkel/German Army/NATO
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• Prioritize UAS with both short and vertical takeoff and landing (STOL and VTOL) 
capabilities, all weather capabilities, modular payloads, multi-sensors, multi-
purpose medium-to-long-range loitering munitions, one-way attack drones, and 
logistic functions (e.g., transport for resupply or evacuation);

• Given the associated costs, consider multinational acquisition schemes and 
investments in BLOS stealth and/or survivable combat UAS with long-range 
weapons for threat air-defense penetration, counterair, interdiction, and standoff 
anti-ship missions, among others;

• Consider more investment in UAS for communications relay and air-to-air 
refueling of crewed aircraft;

• Invest in self-protection capabilities for larger Class II or III UAS (both legacy and 
next generation); 

• Invest in human-machine teaming capabilities to improve situational awareness 
and multiply the effects of crewed systems;

• Develop specific operational concepts and TTPs addressing the use of UAS 
in contested environments (including collaborative groups or swarms, human-
machine teaming, expanded land, maritime, and joint air power missions).

4) Expand and Enhance UAS Enabling Capabilities 
Effective employment of UAS and C-UAS rely on supporting capabilities, even more 
so when employed at scale, when operating collaboratively with other uncrewed or 
crewed systems, and in support of multidomain operations. Supporting capabilities 
include robust and secure communications networks and data architecture as well 
as cyber, space, and AI technologies in general. Cyber security and defense are 
critical to networks and data architecture, and space support can enhance both. 

Cyber security is essential for all on-board components of UAS, for electromagnetic 
communications used in supporting networks, as well as for software and hardware 
of communications equipment and command and control stations. Space-based 
communications can enable UAS and C-UAS operations in remote or contested 
environments. Space-based navigation and MET data enable both remote and 
autonomous flight as well as targeting and engagement. Space-based intelligence 
can also enable on-board or remote data fusion for threat identification, avoidance, 
and engagement.

AI capabilities can enhance communications networks through functions such as 
dynamic routing and frequency management. AI capabilities can enhance data 
architecture through functions such as sorting, fusion, and cueing. AI can also 
enable single platform functions such as sense and avoid, target identification, and 
engagement, as well as group functions such as collaboration and swarming. 
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NATO’s 2021 AI strategy is a very good starting point as it has both established 
principles of responsible use, the importance of alliance expertise in AI, and the need 
to develop use cases to demonstrate the value of AI applications and build trust.330 
NATO has also established a Data and AI Review Board to build trust in AI, guide 
responsible AI adoption, and provide a NATO forum for sharing developments and 
views on AI.331 The alliance should leverage this foundation to ensure AI is applied 
to NATO and national level programs involving UAS and enabling capabilities.

Integration of UAS and C-UAS into tactical or operational level C4ISR networks, 
targeting or fires networks, and IAMD also rely on supporting capabilities such as 
robust and secure communications networks and data architecture (ideally AI and 
space enabled). Integration of UAS and C-UAS into C4ISR, targeting, and IAMD 
networks is also essential to achieve multidomain effects. 

Finally, alliance efforts to implement digital transformation,332 enhance data 
exploitation,333 and implement related interoperability standards will greatly 
contribute to establishing the foundations for robust and secure NATO networks 
and data architecture. Collective and national political will to follow through on NATO 
commitments, to implement NATO standards, and to ensure adequate investment 
will all be necessary as well.  

Given these considerations, NATO and allied nations should:

• Ensure specific requirements for enabling UAS and C-UAS operations figure 
prominently in NATO’s digital transformation implementation efforts and in 
implementation of the alliance Multidomain Operations Concept;

• Prioritize NATO AI use cases for enabling NATO AGS Force capabilities (e.g., 
sense and avoid, friend and foe/threat identification, multi-sensor/intelligence 
fusion), operations, TCPED, and sustainment; and follow successful AI use cases 
with prompt modifications or upgrades;

• Prioritize NATO digital transformation and data exploitation efforts to enable 
NATO AGS Force capabilities, supporting data architecture, and TCPED process;  

• Ensure secure, accredited, and redundant communications and real-time data 
flow to enable NATO AGS Force operations and enable real-time sharing of AGS 
data/intelligence with other crewed and uncrewed aircraft/aerial systems;

• At a minimum, ensure national UAS fleets can communicate and share data 
among like systems as well as compatible classes of UAS (including their ground 
stations) across the alliance;

• Establish the concepts and standards (communications, tactical data links, 
data, and interface protocols) to integrate UAS in relevant NATO tactical and 
operational networks (i.e., C4ISR, targeting or fires, IAMD); and follow through 
with testing and experimentation (see next bullet), implementation, and 
verification; 
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• Ensure future NATO interoperability trials and operational experimentation 
includes real-time networked UAS and C-UAS from across the alliance, and 
include testing of UAS and C-UAS as integral parts of NATO tactical and 
operational networks (i.e., C4ISR, targeting or fires, IAMD);

• Share national developments related to UAS capability and enabling capability 
development (e.g., US DARPA UAS programs,334 US CENTCOM’s TF 99,335 
UK Army Warfighting Experiment and UK Army, Research, Innovation and 
Experimentation Laboratory UAS activities336) and incorporate lessons in both 
NATO and national UAS or C-UAS capability development;

• Invest in AI-enabled UAS, redundant, secure, and next generation 
communications, supporting data architecture, 3D printing and advanced 
manufacturing, and quantum technology;

• Ensure sufficient resident expertise in national and NATO forces and staffs 
to leverage AI, data science, computer science, communications network 
science, autonomy, and space for UAS and C-UAS capability development and 
employment;

• Contribute national cyber and space capabilities to enhance NATO UAS and 
C-UAS operations, including nationally owned LEO satellite constellations 
that can enhance secure, resilient connectivity such as the US Space Force’s 
Transport Layer.

Photo: Members of the 163d Attack Wing pilot an MQ-9 Reaper taxing down the runway after returning 
home from a milestone mission to Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina, February 15th, 2024. Credit: 
Tech. Sgt. Paul Duquette/US Air Force
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5) Leverage NATO Innovation and Improve Agility in 
Procurement Processes 

The increasing pace of technological innovation has a direct impact on warfare 
and the ability to harness and integrate technological breakthroughs quicker than 
adversaries. This will be a decisive factor. 

NATO policies and initiatives on innovation and the promotion and protection of 
emerging and disruptive technologies offer opportunities to exploit collaborative 
allied efforts in research and development (R&D), investment, and acquisition. 
NATO’s Science and Technology Organization (STO) promotes collaborative science 
and technology activities and regularly publishes documents on trends related to 
UAS and enabling technologies.337

NATO’s DIANA,338 as mentioned previously, includes a multitude of test centers 
focused on enabling technologies relevant to UAS (e.g., AI, autonomy, data, 
space)339 and is currently focused on rapidly developing solutions to military 
challenges in the areas of energy resilience, secure information sharing, and sensing 
and surveillance.340 All of these are relevant to UAS and could lead to improved 
capabilities. The NATO Innovation Fund is the first multinational sovereign venture 
fund of its kind, and could also be leveraged by allies to scale up promising UAS 
capabilities or solutions to meet allies’ defense needs.341

Speed, agility, and effectiveness are at the heart of NATO policy on Achieving and 
Accelerating Capability Development and Delivery (A2CD2).342 The policy aims to 
identify opportunities for accelerated delivery, to pursue approaches with highest 
potential payoffs, and to deliver results through enhanced collaboration between 
NATO military and industry, and between NATO military, armaments, and science 
and technology activities. 

A2CD2 policy promotes increased multinational cooperation and leveraging testing 
and experimentation within NATO exercises to enable warfighter interaction with 
the private sector, and wargaming and tabletop exercising of capability solutions.343 
While UAS are not a priority focus of A2CD2 policy, NATO and NATO nations could 
leverage the policy to expand operational experimentation and enhance private 
sector collaboration in key technologies to improve UAS capabilities.

NATO common-funded procurement and most NATO nations’ procurement 
processes remain slow and maladapted to rapidly adopt and scale promising UAS 
technologies. Adjusting bureaucratic and regulatory processes for risk tolerance, 
joint industry-end user design teams, rapid prototyping, iterative operational 
experimentation, multi-year funding, in-year budget reallocations, and multinational 
procurement are all aspects of improved agility in acquisition that would benefit 
allies seeking to accelerate UAS development and acquisition.
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NATO and individual allies should consider alternative acquisition models to 
overcome budget constraints and access high-end capabilities like MALE and HALE 
UAS through leasing or multinational procurement. Typically, leasing also allows 
customers to get comfortable with the platform, while keeping open the option of 
full acquisition.344

Finally, given the increasing reliance on the US-made MQ-9 family of UAS by 
several NATO nations, the US should consider a reassessment of, and/or targeted 
exemptions from ITAR and other export restrictions on specific UAS technologies 
and components (e.g., sensors, self-protection capabilities, low-observable features, 
payloads, etc.) that limit access to UAS capabilities across the alliance and risk 
unnecessarily limiting the effectiveness of NATO missions, activities, and operations. 
This would require close coordination between US Government departments (e.g., 
Commerce, Defense, State, etc.), Congress and the related industry.

Photo: US Air Force Airmen 1st Class Anika Manabat, 432nd Maintenance Squadron avionics 
journeyman, examines an MQ-9 Reaper after landing at Marine Corps Air-Ground Combat Center, 
Twentynine Palms, California, July 25, 2023. Credit: Senior Airman Kristal Munguia/US Air Force
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NATO and NATO nations should:

• Leverage DIANA 2023 priority areas to develop promising technologies relevant 
to UAS (e.g., multi-mission payloads, self-protection capabilities, AI tools for 
collaborative control and data exploitation, cyber security, green power, and 
propulsion solutions);

• Leverage the NATO Innovation Fund to scale up UAS technologies that will help 
allies meet UAS-related capability targets and leverage UAS capabilities for 
multi-domain operations; 

• Promote frequent NATO operational experimentation of maturing UAS 
technologies to allow for operator/commander interface with industry developers 
and accelerate UAS capability development and delivery;

• Promote wargaming and tabletop exercising of UAS capability solutions to 
identify cost-effective capabilities, employment concepts, and TTPs; 

• Adopt agile capability development and resourcing principles for UAS 
capabilities and services;

• Leverage NATO agencies (especially NSPA for UAS acquisition and NCIA 
for cyber, data, and space related capabilities enabling UAS operations) for 
multinational procurement of common UAS and enabling capabilities;

• Consider lease agreements (including bi-lateral or multinational) for UAS fleets 
or more expensive UAS platforms and payloads. Lease agreements come in 
multiple forms, such as for life cycle maintenance, operations, or fully company-
owned/company-operated (COCO). Lease agreements may allow for quick 
capability fielding and long-term cost savings.

U.S. Marine Corps Marine Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Squadron (VMU) 3, Marine Aircraft Group 24, 
begins the assembly phase of the MQ-9A, Marine Corps Air Station Kaneohe Bay, May 10, 2023. 
Credit: Cpl. Christian Tofteroo/US Marine Corps
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The US should:

• Review the ITAR and other export control regulations affecting specific UAS and 
associated technologies, avoiding unnecessary restrictions that could weaken 
the UAS capabilities of NATO allies, limit research and development in the UAS 
segment, and potentially undermine the use of UAS in NATO mission, activities, 
and operations.

• Encourage the joint development and production of UAS and/or associated 
technologies alongside allied or partner nations’ industries in order to promote 
cost-sharing, enhance interoperability, and minimize the vulnerability of the 
Transatlantic defense industry community to export restrictions.

6) Develop Joint Allied UAS Doctrine
The definition of a specific UAS joint allied doctrine would provide NATO forces 
and nations with a clear framework regarding the use of UAS in deterrence and 
defense, including high-intensity, contested environments. The NATO Joint Air 
Power Competence Centre’s (JAPCC) 2010 white paper on a Strategic Concept 
of Employment for UAS in NATO is a great foundation for a joint allied doctrinal 
document.345 However, many developments have occurred since JAPCC’s white 
paper was published (e.g., advancements in AI, autonomy, communications, cyber, 
data management, and space) that have expanded UAS capabilities, roles, missions, 
and employment techniques.

Unmanned aircraft and unmanned aerial systems are mentioned in NATO’s 2016 
publication on Allied Joint Doctrine for Air and Space Operations.346 References, 
however, are limited to the persistent presence of UAS, a UAS classification table, 
the generic need to counter UAS threats, and the need to plan apportionment of 
unmanned aircraft in operations. 

If not already in development, NATO military authorities should provide the 
appropriate direction and guidance to rapidly develop joint allied UAS doctrine, 
taking advantage of existing national doctrine where appropriate.347 Joint allied 
UAS doctrine would be instrumental in NATO defense planning, identifying common 
UAS capability and force requirements, promoting UAS capability development 
and integration, promoting related concept development (e.g. TTPs), enhancing 
operational experimentation and interoperability trials, and enhancing training and 
exercises, etc.

As a minimum joint allied UAS doctrine should address:

• UAS contributions to land, sea, and air power (e.g., C4ISR, targeting/fires, IAMD, 
and logistics); 
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• UAS classification and common types in service; 

• UAS organizations and structures; 

• NATO principles of responsible use as applicable to UAS;348

• Mission sets (e.g., JISR, ISTAR, strike, EW, SEAD/DEAD, transport, relay, and 
decoy); 

• Collaborative crewed-uncrewed operations (fixed and rotary wing);

• Collaborative group and swarm operations;

• Employment considerations (e.g., payloads, combined arms integration, and 
airspace management); 

• Enabling capabilities (e.g., digitalization and data / network architectures, PED, 
cyber, and space); 

• Interoperability (e.g., material and data standards, operational TTPs, testing, and 
verification).

7) Invest in and Scale up C-UAS Capabilities
The proliferation of low-cost, expendable UAS and loitering munitions is 
revolutionizing the sensor-to-shooter cycle and challenges the survivability of 
forces and systems across the depth and breadth of the battlefield. Furthermore, as 
one NATO military commentator put it, “peer competitors to NATO can be expected 
to employ UAS at the same level of technology, and under comparable operational 
principles, as the alliance.”349 Hence, C-UAS should be at top of NATO’s priorities 
with UAS. 

In general, the previous recommendations with respect to UAS doctrine development, 
capability and concept development for MDO, innovation and procurement, and 
interoperability apply to C-UAS capabilities. NATO and allied nations should:

• Invest in C-UAS capabilities and adopt them at scale across the military based on 
a comprehensive and cost-effectiveness distributed approach that ensures both 
air defense of forces and areas and single vehicle/platform/system protection. 

• Ensure C-UAS capabilities available to NATO include a layered mix of kinetic 
and non-kinetic effectors, i.e.:

• EW and directed energy weapons, including portable C-UAS guns;

• Mobile short-range air defense systems (e.g., M-SHORAD), counter-rocket, 
artillery and mortar (C-RAM) systems, and anti-aircraft direct fire systems; 

• Cyber warfare against UAS ground terminals and control stations;
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• Air-to-air weapons for short range air defense and longer-range air 
interdiction.

• Expedite the development of joint allied C-UAS doctrine, currently in the drafting 
phase. An approved C-UAS doctrine would help streamline and add coherence 
to other C-UAS work strands, including the definition of common capability 
requirements, concepts of operation and employment, and TTPs;350

• Ensure harmonization of C-UAS-related policies across the NATO enterprise;

• Develop, implement, and verify C-UAS material and operational standards;

• Expand the role and scale of C-UAS into NATO Integrated Air and Missile Defense 
(IAMD) policy based on recent developments, including lessons learned from 
recent conflicts. In particular, consider the establishment of a robust C-UAS 
architecture (sensors, C2 nodes, effectors, data fabric) to expedite the kill chain 
and improve the coordination between C-UAS, other IAMD components. and 
civilian air traffic control authorities;

• Increase the number and frequency of technical exercises and experimentations;

• Ensure C-UAS capabilities and concepts are incorporated as part of IAMD into 
collective and joint training at all levels; 

• In light of technological developments and lessons learned from recent conflicts, 
ensure C-UAS are addressed at scaled within the NATO Defense Planning 
Process (especially 2024 MCR and 2025 capability apportionment steps);

• Include C-UAS training, concepts, doctrine, and development in a NATO UAS 
center of excellence;

• Review military organizations and force structure in parallel with C-UAS doctrine 
and concept development to ensure the right C-UAS systems and capabilities 
at scale for air defense and force protection in light of the emerging challenges 
to survivability posed by UAS, including persistent observation connected to 
lethal fires.

8) Mind the Human Element 
Training of personnel as well as leader development and education are integral 
aspects of capability integration. To ensure NATO and allied national forces can 
fully leverage the potential of UAS and C-UAS to contribute to multidomain effects 
in NATO operations, the alliance and individual allies should ensure training and 
education of leaders, operators, analysts and support personnel on doctrine, 
concepts, and standards related to UAS and C-UAS.351 
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Nations acquiring greater numbers and varieties of UAS and C-UAS will automatically 
expand training and education to meet their needs, but NATO can and should assist 
with this. NATO assistance can be in the form of policy focus on aspects of training, 
leader development, and education as well as training and education opportunities 
at NATO-sponsored or NATO-run courses and NATO training events and exercises. 
This includes the incorporation of new operational concepts and TTPs related to 
UAS and C-UAS into relevant training, exercises - be they single component (i.e., 
single service – army, navy, air force) or joint. 

As new capabilities are introduced, new applications or concepts will follow (e.g., for 
collaborative crewed-uncrewed operations, swarms, cooperative or collaborative 
groups, and other AI-enabled autonomous functions) with new roles and missions. 
NATO and allied nations will need to track and share developments to inform 
training and education in line with doctrine and concept refinement.

Given these considerations, NATO and allied nations should:

• Take a holistic approach to training and educating personnel and leaders on 
UAS and C-UAS capabilities, doctrine, and concepts; 

• Incorporate UAS and C-UAS lessons learned from recent conflict, current UAS 
and C-UAS capabilities and development trends, and NATO doctrine, concepts, 
and TTPs (as developed) in appropriate specialist training and leader education 
(e.g., NATO School Oberammergau, NATO Defense College, NCI Academy, 
NATO AGS Force, etc.);

• Assign the development of NATO UAS and C-UAS training and education to 
appropriate NATO institutions and centers of excellence (including, ideally a 
NATO UAS / C-UAS center of excellence);

• Consider consolidation or federation of specialist training and education for 
personnel directly involved in UAS and C-UAS operations (e.g., operators, 
pilots, analysts, UAS force leaders, maintainers and supporters, EW specialists, 
airspace managers, air traffic controllers);

• Ensure UAS and C-UAS capabilities are regularly integrated into national and 
NATO training and exercises; 

• Ensure UAS and C-UAS employment in training and exercises incorporates 
NATO doctrine, concepts, and TTPs, and integrated secure communications 
networks and data architecture; 

• As appropriate, incorporate federated TCPED, integrated targeting and fire 
networks, and IAMD concepts in training and exercises involving UAS and 
C-UAS employment; 
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• Ensure EW, cyber, and space capabilities are incorporated in training and 
exercises (as both enablers and disruptors) involving UAS and C-UAS 
employment;

• Include UAS and C-UAS employment in senior leader training for military leaders 
and civilian policy makers (i.e., scenario-based exercises, crisis management 
exercises); 

• Share new national UAS and C-UAS applications and concepts (e.g., for 
collaborative crewed-uncrewed operations, swarms, cooperative or collaborative 
groups, other AI-enabled autonomous functions, self-protection systems, 
directed energy weapons, etc.) across the alliance as they are developed and 
incorporate them in leader training and education;

• Incorporate outcomes of NATO-led UAS or C-UAS interoperability trials and 
operational experimentation in briefs to NATO military leaders and civilian 
policy-makers. 

Photo: New Jersey Army National Guard soldiers, with the 254th Regimental Training Institute, and 
Albanian Armed Forces service members work on the setup of Puma AE3 DDL drone at Land Forces 
Headquarters, Zall-Herr, Tirana, Albania, Dec. 3, 2023. 
Credit: 1st Lt. Tyshawn Jenkins/US Air National Guard
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Conclusion
The time for action is now. As the war in Ukraine and other recent conflicts have 
confirmed, uncrewed aerial systems, and the ability to defend against them, have 
proven to be essential components of combined arms warfare, multi-domain 
combat, and national defense capabilities from peacetime to crisis and conflict. 

The roles of UAS and C-UAS are poised to expand exponentially in future military 
operations. This trend is driven by decreasing costs, improved performances in terms 
of range, endurance, sensors and weapons, improved enabling capabilities related 
to AI, data and network architecture, cyber, and space, and an unprecedented focus 
on and support from the private sector. 

Increased capabilities are in the field or on the near horizon to enable new 
applications and missions for UAS, such as teaming up with crewed systems, 
operating in collaborative groups or swarms, and performing historically crewed air 
power missions (close air support, armed reconnaissance, interdiction, electronic 
warfare [EW] attack, suppression of enemy air defenses [SEAD], communications 
relay, and even resupply and refueling). 

The alliance has a rare window of opportunity to capitalize on the present sense 
of urgency and renewed commitments to defense investment, strengthening 
deterrence and defense, and innovation to recalibrate its approach to UAS and 
C-UAS technology.

A recalibrated approach should be comprehensive, incorporating increased UAS 
and C-UAS capabilities, improved interoperability, new doctrine, and concepts to 
enable multi-domain operations, a focus on enabling capabilities, leveraging of 
innovation efforts and advanced technologies, and tailored collective and individual 
training, and personnel development. 

Failure to adapt starting now could prevent rapid response and battlefield success 
in a future crisis or conflict resulting in lost opportunities, lives, critical equipment, 
and valuable infrastructure. Seizing the window of opportunity NATO has now would 
help ensure decisive military advantage and a technological edge for the alliance in 
the face of future threats and challenges.
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